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Abstract 

A method to treat cohesive properties of transition 

metal alloys such as the lattice parameter and the bulk modulus 

and so on is devoloped. It is based on the virial theorem 

which has been used in the studies of the cohesive properties 

of pure metals by Liberman and Pettifor. The merit of this 

method lies in the fact that the ambiguity in the double 

counting term can be avoided in the pressure expression, and 

that the volume dependence of parameters can be easily deter-
.~ 

mined from the results of the first principle calculation for 

the pure metal, ,..;hich enable us to discuss the cohesive 

properties of the real transition metal alloys semi-quantitati

vely.This method is applied to the calculation of the lattice 

parameters of the Nb-Zr alloy and the Pd base 4d transition 

metal alloys in Part I, and its usefulness is verified. It is 

also found that the origins of the deviation from Vegard's law 

lie in the gain of the bond energy of the d electron and in the 

s-d charge transfer effect. In Part II, the cohesive proper-

ties of 3d transition metal alloys are elucidated qualitative-

lyon the basis of the electronic structure. The formation 

energy, the deviation from Vegard' s law and the change of the 

bulk modulus of the Cu-~m alloy, the ~Fe base 3d transition 

metal alloys and the Ni base 3d transition metal alloys are 

calculated on the basis of the virial theorem with the two-band 

tight binding model. The results agree well ,..;i th the experi-

mental trends. It is sho~m that the magnetic pressure can be 
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expressed approximately by a linear combination of the squares 

of the local magnetic moment and that the changes of the 

lattice parameters vTith the concentration in the 3d transition 

metal alloys are determined mainly by the change of the magni-

tudes of the local magnetic moment. This conclusion gives a 

justification of the empirical expression for the magnetic 

alloys which is found by Shiga and Schlosser. The importance 

of the magnetic effect is also pointed out in the formation 

energy and the bulk modulus. In Part III, the theory is 

extended to finite temperatures. Liberman-Pettiforts expression 

is given from the most general point of view. Then, the expres-

sions for the spontaneous volume magnetostriction, the electr-

onic contribution to the thermal expansion coefficient, the 

forced volume magnetostriction and the bulk modulus at finite 

temperature are obtained with use of the static approximation 

in the functional integral formulation. On the basis of these 

expressions, it is deduced that the origins of the so-called 

. '-~.'- , ~", 

and the charge transfer effect between sand d orbitals. 

Furthermore, it is shown that the empirical formula for the 

magnetic pres sure and the Heiss mode I can be derived from 

our point of view. A preliminary result of the calculation 

for the spontaneous magnetostriction and for the magnetic 

contribution to the thermal expansion coefficient in ~Fe is 

also outlined and discussed. 
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Introduction 
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Cohesive properties of pure transition metals in the 

ground state have been investigated in last few years in 

detail, and many calculations for their cohesive properties 

have been performed. At present, it is known well that the 

energy band theory can explain their properties quantitative-

ly except for the 3d transition metal. It has been shoml by 

Moruzzi, Janak and VIilliams(l) in the most detail. They have 

calculated the cohesive energy, the lattice parameter and the 

bulk modulus for all metals from Li to In on the basis of the 

selfconsistent local spin density functional theory and have 

obtained a remarkably good agreement w'ith the observed value. 

On the other hand, the respective roles of sp electron 

and d electron in transition metals have been also elucidated 

by Pettifor(2),(3)and Gelatt et al. (4). They have sho~m that 

s electrons cause the repulsive force and d electrons .cause 

the attractive force at the equilibrium volume. They have 

also verified that there is the cancellation between the shift 

of the d level and the change in the double counting energy 

and so Friedel's bonding energy picture is correct. 

The purpose of this paper is to propose a method of treat-

ing the cohesive properties of alloys on the basis of these 

recent results for the pure transition metals and to elucidate 

cohesive properties of all transition metal alloys and the 

mechanisms underlying these properties. 

Cohesive properties of transition metal alloys are not 

sufficiently studied either experimentally or theoretically. 

Only the theoretical comparison of the ordering energies for 
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simple structures is made qualitatively. For example, 

Haydock et al. (5), assuming a common d band, have verified a 

correlation between the structual stability of Laves phases 

and the d electron number per atom. Gautier et al. (6), Cyrot 

and Cyrot-Lackman (7) have calculated the formation energy of: 

disordered transition metal alloys and explained the trends 

across the periodic table due to d electrons. 

However, the lattice parameters, bulk moduli of transi-

tion metal alloys and the/roles of sand d electrons in these 

quantities have not been explained at all in the microscopic 

theory. The lattice parameters of" many alloys deviate from the 

concentration~linear Vegard law. Thirty years ago, Friedel(8) 

discussed this phenomenon on the basis of the classical 

elastic theory. He has shown that the sign of the deviation 

is determined by both the difference in the atomic volumes and 

that in the bulk moduli of the two canponents. His expression explains 

the sign of the observed deviation well, but not its magnitude 

, particularly for the transition metal alloys. Furthermore, th 

the microscopic mechanisms underlying the deviation are not 

clarified because of being the phenomenological theory • 
. ".. ... . _ .. ". 

The reason why the lattice constant of alloys has not been discussed 

yet on the basis of the electronic theory seerrsto be as follows. Firstly, 

the voltme dependence of s and d bands (especially, the centers of gravity 

of these bands) had not been mown in detail. So, the origin of the repul

sive force was not clear and it i'las difficult to make up a sirrplified model. 

Secondly, the effect of charge transfer iron site to site or f'rom s orbital 

to d orbital and the Madehmg energy effect could not be estimated 
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accurately because the estimation of these quantities needs 

to perform the first principle calculation. Finally, since 
o 

we consider energies of the order of 0.001 Ry (or 0.001 A) 

resulting from the subtraction of a large energy value of the 

alloy from that of the pure metal, we must calculate the ener-

gy and lattice prameter very carefully. 

At the present stage that Pettifor has elucidated the 

first problem for pure metals, it is not so difficult to 

overcome the second and third problems making up a correct 

model. Especially, the Madelung energy is not important in the 

completely disordered alloy. In Part I, we propose a simple 

model for the pressure 3Pfl of alloys which relates closely 

to the first principle calculation. The formulation is based 

on a method of expressing the Liberman-Pettifor formula for 

the virial theorem in terms of the atomic orbital. The L.C.A.C. 

method is a useful method not only for the calculation of the 

electronic structure in alloys but also for understanding 

the role of the constituent atoms in alloys. 

'tile need some approximations to calculate the pressure in alloys 

with use of Liberman-Pettifor's formula although the formula 

can be applied in principle, for any crystal structures and 

any configurations of atoms. We consider the ideal substitutio-

nal alloy that can be divided into the geometrically equivale-

nt unit cells with one atom at the center. Such a restriction 

becomes important in the estimation of parameters. 

Pettifor's expression in the pure metal becomes a help 
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to derive the pressure expression in alloys in terms of the 

L.C.A.O.. He has shm1n that the pressure in the pure metal 

can be approximately expressed as a sum of the core part which is 

proportional to the electron number nand the bond part 
. EF 

proportional to the bond energy f (C6 - co) f (w)dw : 

EF 
3f.Il = A{.f1.) '12. + B [(4J-GO)f(ld)dCV, (1) 

where to is the cent er of the band, A(a) is a volume dependent 

coefficient and B is a volume independent factor. A single 

band is assumed here for brevity. An expression similar to 

eq.(l) should be also derived in the L.C.A.O. method. 

The pressure in the L.C.A.O. method is given as follows: 

f
~F 0( 

3 Pll :: (-f) z:; .lm D
f

'1" G-7f d0 
zrr. r:(p-l ' 

(2 ) 

I'There D;?, is a matrix element in the pressure expression (see 

eq. (I.1.3).). is the one electron Green function in 

the atomic-orbital representation. The diagonal terms of the 

Green function, Gff , in eq.(2) correspond to the first term 

in eq.(l). The second term in eq.(l) results from the over-

laps of atomic orbitals. Therefore, it should correspond to 

the off-diagonal part in eq.(2). As a matter of fact, we can 

shm1 that the off-diagonal part is proportional to the bond 

energy if we make the two center approximation for the matrix 
« ~ 

Df7 and make another approximation that the ratio of Dr:(f to 

the transfer matrix to(f is independent of the sites. Thus 

we have a one-to-one correspondence betvTeen eqs. (1) and (2). 
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These corysiderations can be extended directly in the case 

of alloy if we approximate n;p /t"f with a constant which is 

independent of the type of atoms on the sites ~ and f. 
vIe will shm'l in Part I that the pressure in alloys which is 

obtained in terms of the L.e.A.O. also consists of a core 

part and a bonding energy part, each of the same form as for 

pure metals. 

"le should emphasize that our expression for the pressure 

agrees with Pettifor's expression in the pure limit. There-.. 
fore, we can determine the parameters in alloys from Pettifor's 

parameters for the pressure in the pure metals after some 

reasonable approximations, and so there are scarcely 

ambiguities in parameters for the pressure in alloys and 

their volume dependences. This enables us to calculate the 

lattice parameter and the bulk modulus definitely. 

If we started from an expression for the energy with the 

_ Z 0 . v' t v UO usual Hubbard type Hamiltonian H - f.n. ~~t .. a. a._+~ .n.tn.,,0- 1 10" ~ja- lJ 10" JU ill 1", 

( \'There E
i
O is the atomic level at the site i, t .. is the 

lJ 

transfer integral, ala- and aj~ are respectively the creation 

and annihilation operators, ni~= aio-aiO" and u~ is the intra

atomic coulomb integral at the site i.), we would get the 

pressure: 

d<H> 
3P.Q - -3.Il dJl 
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However, it would be difficult to determine the value 
o and the volume dependence of -3..Qd€i!oJl without a phenomeno-

logical assumption. Therefore the alloying effect in the 

lattice constant and the bulk modulus would not be easily 

taken into account theoretically. It would also be difficult 

to estimate the volume dependence of the coulomb integral, 

-3aaU~h~. An approximation which can be adopted is ~U~~R 
~O. However, such an approximation corresponds to the neglect 

of Coulomb energy in the virial theorem \V'hich comes from the 

volume depeI:1dence of the coulomb energy in the total energy. 

The coulomb energy is important when we determine the 

equilibrium volume as stressed by Pettifor. The above 

mentioned difficulties also appear "Then we start from an 

expression for the energy with the two-band tight binding 

model. On the other hand, such difficulties due to the coul-

omb energy can be avoided in our approach. 

Further merit in our approach is that it clarifies the 

role of s and d electron as sho"m by Pettifor. Therefore, 

we can easily get a physical picture. 

We "lill show first of all that our model explains the 

pressure-volume relation and the change of the lattice 
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parameter of 4d transition metal alloys in Part I. The 

calculation of the electronic structure in the disordered 

alloy is performed with use of the off-diagonal CPA and the 

charge neutrality condition at each site through Part I 

and Part II. 

It may be verified from the calculation in Part I that 

our model for transition metal alloys describes the change of 

the lattice constant and the bulk modulus semi-quantitatively. 

Part II i'Till be devoted to elucidate cohesive properties of 

3d transition metal alloys from our point of view. 

Cohesive properties of 3d transition metal alloys are 

different from those of 4d alloys in many points. These 

anomalous properties of 3d alloys are related to the complex 

magnetic properties in most cases. These ground-state properti-

es in pure metals have been elucidated just a few years 
(9)",,(14) 

ago. The cohesive prooerties of magpetic alloys, which show 

more interesting behaviors than the pure metals, have been 

discussed merely on the basis of a semiphenomenological 

theory considering the band energy only, in connection with 

the invar anomaly. 

VIe 1'1111 calculate and elucidate the most fundamental 

cohesive quantities, that is the formation energy, the devia-

tion of the lattice parameter from Vegard's law and the bulk 

modulus of 3d metal alloy in Part II. The elucidation of 

these properties gives a base understanding more complex 

and interesting phenomena such as the invar anomalies(15)and 
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the pressure-induced ferromagnetic -antiferromagnetic transition 

in Au
2

Mn and FeRh(16) 

It has been known for a long time that the lattice parameters 

of 3d transition metal alloys make large changes with their 

magnetic states. According to the theory of the magnetovolume 

effect based on the ferromagnetic Stoner mOdel(15), it is 

roughly expected that the volume expansion is in proportion 

to the square of the spontaneous magnetization. ROl-lever, this 

theoretical expression is obviously not enough to explain the .. 
magnetovolume effect in all 3d ferromagnetic transition metal 

alloys. For example, the lattice parameter of Ni-fvTn alloy 

does not shm'l any change at the critical concentration (30at% 

r ) h th t . t . . h ( 1 7 ) 
~ were e spon aneous magnetlza lon vanlS es. 

(18) (Iq) 
On the other hand, Shiga and Schlosser have empirically 

found recently that the anomalous lattice parameters of 3d 

alloys are related to the magnitude of the local magnetic moment 

rather than the spontaneous magnetization. Their empirical 

formula is .a = 12 +1<: < I m.1 2) where llv is the volume which is 
v 1 

determined from Vegard's law in the nonmagnetic state, k is a 

concentration-independent constant and <{mi ,2> is the 

average of the squares of the local moment. ROl-lever, the 

theoretical base for the expression has not been elucidated 

yet although it is confirmed from this empirical formula 

that the amplitude of the local magnetic moment has an important 

role. 

\ve will give a theoretical base to their empirical 
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formula and will discuss its propriety. That is, we will 

shm'l that the magnetic pressure is proportional to a linear 

combination of the squares of the local magnetic moments in 

the lowest order expansion for the magnetic moment and does 

not depend on the detail of the eJ_ectronic structure such 

as the density of states (DOS) at the Fermi level. This 

property can be understood roughly as follow's. The magnetic 

pressure is proportional to the change of the bonding energy 

due to the magnetic state as seen in eq.(l) if we neglect 

the sd charge transfer. On the other hand, the change of the 

bonding energy is equal to the minus change of the coulomb 

energy, which is expressed as' a linear combination of the 

squares of the local moments, in the IO\llest order since the 

energy is stationary against a change of the magnetic state. 

Therefore the magnetic pressure (or the magnetic contribution 

to the volume) is proportional to the linear combination of 

the squares of the local moments. \lTe will verify that this 

approximate expression describes qualitatively the magnetic 

pressures in 3d metal alloys. 

The alloying effect in the bulk modulus for the 3d 

magnetic alloys has not been studied systematically in detail. 

However, it is known \lIell that the elastic constants of the 

Fe-Ni alloy and the Fe-Pt alloy cause the softening in the 

invar region and their bulk moduli become about half of the 

value which is expected from the additive law. Usually, these 

phenomena are considered to be caused by the rapid decrease of 
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the spontaneous magnetization \·fith the decrease of the volume ~ 20) 

But, such a consideration is based on the rigid band Stoner 

model and has not been established sufficiently. It has not 

been elucidated yet hm'l the change of the electronic structure 

due to alloying contributesto the bulk modulus. 

We will propose an expression about bulk modulus for any 

magnetic and atomic configurations from the point of view of 

the viria1 theorem. i'le can understand from the expression that 

an important factor which causes the softening is not the 

derivative of the spontaneous magnetization but the derivative 

of the magnitudes of the local magnetic moments l'lith respect 

to the volume. On the basis of the expression, we will 

elucidate the softenings of some bulk moduli due to alloying. 

The formation energy of 3d transition metal alloy has 
(21) 

been calculated by Van der Rest et al. using the off-diagonal 

CPA and the observed trends across the periodic table have 

been elucidated qualitatively. There are many points which are 

not considered in their calculation although their conclusion 

that the formation energy ~H is determined by the band energy 

is very valuable. Firstly, the effect of the magnetic energy 

is not taken into account though LlH is of the same order as the 

magnetic energy. Experiments are performed at the high 

temperature (500K~1000K). However many 3d transition metal 

alloys have the local magnetic moment above the Curie tempera

ture ~22) ,(23)Therefore we can not neglect the magnetic contribution 

to ~H. The second point is the effect of the repulsive energy. 
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In the alloy having a large volume difference between two 

components, the size effect due to the repulsive energy will 

be important. Another effect w'hich is not considered in their 

calculation is the effect of the s-d hybridization. It may 

be important in the noble metal base 3d alloys to some extent. 

"le will take account of the first effect and will explain 

the observed trend of the formation energy in 3d metal alloys 

qualitatively, assuming the charge neutrality condition at 

each site. He will also shmoJ' that there are indeed changes in 

the sign of AH due to the gain of the magnetic energy in some 

alloys. 

vie impose, in the real calculation through Part I and 

Part 11, the charge neutrality condition, 't'lhich is considered 

to be reasonable in the transition metal alloys. The charge 

neutrality condition suppresses the electron transfer from 

si te to site. Such an effect plays an important role to 

obtain a good agreement of the lattice parameter with the 

observed value, for example, in eu-Mn alloy. 

Our model contains three factors which mainly 

determine the cohesive properties of transition metal alloys. 

They are the d-d bonding effect, the s-d charge transfer effect 

and the change of the magnitude of the local magnetic moment. 

The gain of the bonding energy between the d electrons 

on alloying. leads to a negati ve L1H and causes a 

contraction of the volume. vIe will find these behaviors in 

the results of the calculation for the cohesive properties of 

the Pd base 4d transition metal alloys in Part I, Fe-Ti 
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alloy and Ni-Ti alloy in Part II. The gain of the bonding 

energy also causes the softening of the bulk modulus. However 

, the hardening of the modulus for the repulsive core part 

( the first term of r.h.s. of eq.(l)) with lattice contraction 

ahrays cancels the softening. Therefore, the effect of the 

gain of the bonding energy does not appear in the bulk nodulus 

explicitly in many cases. 

The s-d charge transfer effect Ivi th alloying is an 

important factor for the lattice parameters and the bulk .. 
moduli. The volume contraction· is caused by the electron 

transfer from the s orbital to the d orbital since the pressure 

due to the s electron is positive and the pressure due to the 

d electron is negative at the equilibrium volume. Further~ 

more it causes the softening in the bulk modulus. These 

behaviors will be found in the Fe-Ti and !U-Ti alloys as 

shmm in Part II. The importance of the s-d charge transfer 

effect on the lattice parameter was pointed out by Teraoka 
(2'1-) 

and Kanamori for the first time. However, they discussed only 

the contribution from the band energy after all, and could not 

calculate the lattice parameter and bulk modulus of alloys 

because the repulsive force v-ras treated as an external 

parameter. 

The magnitude of the local magnetic moment is the most 

important factor to. understand the cohesive properties of 3d 

transition metal alloys. The growth of the magnitudes of the 

local magnetic moment due to alloying contributes negatively 

to..1H since it causes the gain of the exchange energy. The 
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negati ve LlH in Ni-I!m and Ni-Fe is essentially due to the eff'ect 

as will be shown in Part 11. As has been mentioned already~ 

the magnetic pressure can be approximated with the linear 

combination of the squares of the local moments. The change 

of the volume which is characterized by the magnitudes of the 

local moments is the most conspicuous in Cu-Mn alloy and the 

Fe base 3d alloys since their alloys change largely the ampli-

tudes of the local moments with alloying. t'Te can also show 

that the" change of the volume deri vati ve of the amplitude of' 

the local moment with the concentration causes the softening in 

the bulk modulus. The softening in Fe-Co, Fe-Ni and Fe-Cu is 

due to the mechanism as shown in ~3 of Part II. vTe believe 

that the softenings in many invar alloys, perhaps, are caused by 

the inst abili ty of the magni tudes of the local moment s \'1i th 

respect to the volume. 

In Part I and II, the ground state properties of 

transition metal alloys are discussed. In Part Ill, we will 

try to extend our approach to the finite temperature. 

The magnetovolume effect in the invar problem has been 

discussed on the basis of the stoner model considering the 
(20) 

d electron band energy only. Bm-lever, the Stoner model gives 

a completely nonmagnetic state above the Curie point Tc 

although the existence of the local magnetic moment above Tc 

is verified by recent theoretical(22)and experimental studies 

(23) for 3d metals. Because of the uniform vanishing of the 

local moments, the spontaneous volume magnetostriction of 

F d M Oth St· d I t to about 10%(10)whlole e an n In e oner mo e amoun s 
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the observed spontaneous volume magnetostrictions are usually 
(IS") 

about.O.I~I.O%. Therefore, the Stoner model largrly over-

estimates the spontaneous volume magnet~striction and will 

not describe the magnetovolume effect in the 3d transition 

metal alloys at the finite temperature. 

On the other hand, it is well known from the point of 

vievl of the local moment model that the Weiss model (25) (or the 

tlvo state model) explains the many phenomena for Fe-Ni invar 

alloys, particularly in the high temperature. The most 

fatal fault in this model is the lacking of the theoretical 

support. 

However, recently it has been shown that the local moment 

model in 3d metals can be derived with use of the functional 
(22) 

integral method. In Part Ill, we vlill derive an expression 

of the pressure at finite temperatures by using the functional 

integral method in order to remove some faults in the Stoner 

model and to elucidate the role of the amplitude of the local 

moment in the cohesive properties of the 3d transition metal 

alloys at the finite temperature, which is essential in the 

magnetovolume effect in the ground state as has been mentiond. 

~'le will use the static approximation. The effect of the 

spin \vave in the magnetovolume effect is not taken into 

account, which will be important in the low temperature. 

Furthermore, we neglect the fluctuation terms in many cases. 

Nevertheless, vIe can obtain some important properties for the 

magnetovolume effect in the finite temperature. 
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He propose an expression for the spontaneous volume 

magnetostriction ~s' the anomalous thermal expansion ~M' the 

forced magnetostriction dW/~h and the bulk modulus B. From 

our point of view, v;re can shmv that an empirical formula that 

the spontaneous magpetostriction is proportional to the change of the linear 

combination of the squares of the local magnetic moment is 

also justified in the finite temperature if the thermal 

fluctuation around the saddle points is neglected, and show 

that the \lTeiss model vlhich is believed to be a correct model 

by many experimenters can be naturally derived. 

'-le should emphasize that there are two origins for the 

magnetovolume effect of invar alloys. One is the change of 

the amplitude of the local moment. The other is the s-d charge 

transfer effect. Especially, the former gives us a ne'tv 

recognition for the influence of the magnetism on the cohesive 

properties. Indeed, 1:le 't'lill Sh01V that the changes for the 

magnetic state influence all physical quantities which 

can be derived from the pressure, that is, (Us' O(rlT,Jw/O>h and 

B through only the amplitudes of the local magnetic moments 

when the s-d charge transfer effect is neglected. 

Although the calculation in the limit of the CPA method 

is directly possible, the results of the actual calculation 

will be scarcely mentioned. Only the result of the prelimi-

nary calculation for ~Fe will be shown and will be discussed 

in comparison with the Stoner model. The detailed results 

of the calculation will be published elsewhere in future. 
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Part I 

Cohesive Properties of 

4d Transition r.1etal Alloys 
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Outline of Part I 

A method to calculate the pressure-volume relation in 

alloys is given and it is shown that the method is useful to 

study the cohe·sive properties for transition metal alloys (Tf.1A). 

First of all, Liberman-Pettifor's virial theorem is represented 

with the L.e.A.O. assuming the ideal substitutional alloy as 

has been mentioned in the introduction. The theory is based 

on the t\lTo-band model where the s-d hybridization is neglected 

and the five-fold degenerate d orbitals are replaced by five .. 
times the single orb~tal. The two-center approximation 1s 

made for the matrix element in the pressure expression and the 

ratio of the matrix element combining the different sites in. 

the pressure expression to the transfer matrix is approximated 

to be independent of the sites, the types of the atoms and the 

volume. As the result, a simple expression for the pressure 

in a.lloy is obtained. The parameters are determined from the 

correspondence of our expression to Pettifor's expression 

which is based on the first principle energy band calculation. 

The expression obtained for the pressure is applied to the 

calculation of the lattice constant and the bulk modulus of 

Nb-Zr alloy as a test and the propriety is discussed. The 

electronic structure of the alloy is calculated with use of 

the off-diagonal CPA. In §3, the deviations from Vegard's law 

of the Pd base 4d transition metal alloys are calculated with 

use of our approach. A semi-quantitative agreerrent with experi

ments is obtained. The results are analyzed and interpreted 

in terms of the 'relative' pressure. It is also verified with 
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use of the same parameters that the observed trends for the 

formation energies of their alloys across the periodic table 

can be explained only by the band energy. The conclusion in 

Part I is given in §4. 
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§l. Formulation 

Ue start from the virial theorem derived by Liberman(26). 

For simplicity, let us consider the ideal substitutional alloy 

that can be divided into the geometrically equivalent unit 

cells w·ith one atom. It is assumed that the nucleus lies at 

the cent er of each cell. The virial theorem is expressed in 

Ry atomic unit as follows: 

3 P V = Z. [~ ~c ( { V r.-;f' (( Ir - Ir~) . V) t .. - cf,1- V ((Ir- rrcl) . rr ) ~. 
0< :z" Je( 

t- c. c. J &$ i" J" '1t z{lY") !!= (it"- Irot)· Jji; J 
I ( ) ) ( /fl or') - f' Clr/ ) I 

t ~ ~ (11'"01. -ifI') J:If"{ 'lIUr) - fer) (-V Jp 11'"- rr/ I dlr, 

(I.l.l) 

where thefi is the occupied one electron wave function, exc · 

is the exchange and correlation energy density and n(lr') (f(lr')) 

is the electron density (the nuclear density). Integrations 

are performed over the unit cell at the site 0( or its surface. 

The last term of r.h.s. of eq.(I.l.l) expresses the 

contribution from the interatomic coulomb energy. Liberman 

has misunderstood this term and neglected. However, this term 

becomes important in alloys. The detailed discussion about 

this point is given in Appendix I. 

In order to calculate 3PV easily, we revtrite eq .. 

(Ll.l) in terms of the L.e.A.G., that is, \'le expand one 

electron 't'Tave function f i by orthogonal atomic-orbitals {Cfp J 
1-lhere j! denotes the orbital and the site. The first term of 

r.h.s. of eq.(I.l.l), 3P V, is expressed as e 
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(1.1.2) , 

1 2. ;le f -t- c. C • + 3" ~ . err - rr 0( ). G xC 0/ p d ,$ 
, 

(I.I.3) 

\'lhere we assumed the Slater exchange potential 6xc ' G is the 

one-electron Green function in the atomic-orbital representation. 

Hereafter, \'Te adopt the single orbital model, and assume that 

~ only depends on the type of atom on the;u-th site and that 

e is independent of the type of atom on the cell boundary. xc 

Then D~v does not depend on the type of atom at the site ~. 

In the next step, 1'le adopt the two-center approximation 

to the D~v' that is, we neglect the D~y whose indices ~, ~ 

and v are all different from one another. With this 

approximation, 

g fe V -

\'lhere no( is the electron number on the site cC. 

, 

(I.I.4) 

/ R means the 
(J 

lattice sum except for the site~. If we approximate that 

the ratio of D~p to the transfer matrix t~f depends on neither 
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the sites 0( and f' nor the type of the atom at each site, the 

second term of r.h.s. of eq.(I.l.4) becomes 

EP f .(~/) ~ J ~m fjr totl G-,ot dG , (1.1.6) 

't'lhere 

o :::: -*t (1.1.7) z 

/ 

And then,using the locator expansion G«ol = Lee + L()(~ toff Grfc< 

where LO( is the locator on the site 0(, we can rewrite eq. 

(1.1.6) in the form: 

D rEP d --z (co<-e)f«(e) G 
"t 0( , (1.1.8) 

where 60{ is the atomic level and fc/€) is the local density 

of states (DOS) at the site ~. 

For the pure metal, eq.(I.l.8) agrees with Pettifor's 

expression (see eq.(13) and (14) of ref.3). This fact suggests 

that the above mentioned approximation is correct for A-A 

pair. Furthermore, in his expression, (D/t) is nearly 

independent of the volume. Hereafter, 't'ie assume that (D/t) 

does not depend on the volume in alloys. For the alloy, the 

approximation D:p It«p =constant is reasonable 't'/hen we can assume 

for the A-B pair that DAB(t AB ) is equal to the geometrical 

mean of DAA(t AA ) and DBB(tBB ). 

Applying the point charge approximation to the inter 

atomic coulomb term (the last term of r.h.s. of eq.(I.l.l)), 

and Nith eqs. (I.l.4) and (1.1.8), we can finally write the 
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virial theorem as follows: 

3PV = ~{~ ~D:o):r. /!let 

EF 

-E-ZJ (cot- 6 )fo({€)d E 
-t 0{ 

, (I.1.9) 

where (IV)I expresses the matrix element for pure metal 

specified by the type I atom" at the site~. The q~ is the 

total charge in the ~-th cell. The first term of the r.h.s. 

is the core-repulsion term 't'lhich is mainly caused by the 

increase of the kinetic energy. The second term is an 

attracti ve term due to the gain of the bond energy. He call 

this term the bond energy term. The third term is, as is 

known 't'Tell, the Hadelung term. 

1-Then we consider the completely disordered alloys and 

the single site approximation, the Hadelung term vanishes and 

so, 

3P12 = z C;: (z _I D to) n;r, - -tD E b 
:I:. f3 Z I ' 

(I.1.10) 

Eb - J 
EF /'-

Z ex ( e.1: - 6) P (G) d 6 z J I , (I.l.ll) 

"" ......... where nI and fI are respectively the averaged electron number 

of an I-type atom and the average local density of states of 

the I-type atom. 

vIe define the core-part partial pressure of the I-type 
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atom at the siteo(by 

( Dto<) ( 3 Pc .fl )O(:r = Z - t71c( f3 z r , (1.1.12) 

the bond part of the partial pressure of the I type of atom 

(1.1.13) 

and the total partial pressure of the I-type atom at the site 

eX by 

(3f.fl}o(I. -
.fl) t -' :z / ttp( i-(> 

( :3 Pc fl) 0( I t (:3 f b et I. IV f Ilr«'f I , 

(1.1.14) 
Then eq.(I.l.lO) is 

3ffl = (1.1.15) , 

"'" IV 'V 

"There (3PJ2)I is the averaged partial pressure, (3Pc12)I+(3Pb12)r. 

The partial pressure should not be regarded as the real 

pressure of atom at the site. Their interrelation is elucida-

ted in Appendix 11. 

Equation (1.1.9) has been derived with the orthogonal A.O •• 

But we can also derive the expression corresponding to eq. (1.1.9) 

fromnon-orthogonal Anderson's A.O.f1jcJ(2 7). In this case, 

DP}J is replaced with the matrix expressed by tfjl and r)), not 

by ~ and Py • The noc should be regarded as the electron 

number for fjl: 
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'\,vhere C; is the Grirrley's Greenian(28) defined by (eS-H)q = 1. 

Furthermore, the partial density of state in the bond energy 

term must be regarded as the gross density: 

.. 
where S 0<(3 is the overlap matrix element between 0( and f . 

~:Je can also find the cohesive energy by integrating 

eq.(I.l.9). The repulsive energy is obtained from the first 

term of the r.h.s .. The bond energy is obtained from the 

second term, and the r.1adelung energy from the third term. In 

the lattice gas model and the phenomenological elastic theory 

in alloys, it is assumed that the repulsive energy consists of 

pairs. But our repulsive force is a volume force and so such 

an assumption is not realistic. 

Up to nON, we have not specified the class of alloys, 

particularly. Hereafter, we consider the transition met al 

alloys (Tl\TA), where the pseudo potential approach can not be 

applied. 

We neglect the s-d hybridization. Therefore, the total 

pressure is just the sum of the d and s part pressures. It 

is known that this approximation is qualitatively good for 

the cohesive properties(3). 
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Parameters (~D~o/2)I and D/t can be easily determined 

from Pettifor's expression(3). For the s part, 

o = 2 ( 1 + 3 ell's (r.z e-) R:Z et ) "t z: r s - IJs - xc s, 

(I.l.16) 

and for the d part, 

o == .t" (1+3-_1 - ~(Cd ~ )R~ ) 
1; . 3",,)Id S- - C:;;cc. q cl , 

(z Dl) = 
f Z , (I.l.17) 

where fs and jld are the s band and d band effective masses, 

~s=l-fs' and ad and as are the logarithmic parameters which 

are given in Pettifor's paper(3). R is the vligner-Seitz 

radius. Bs is the bottom of the conduction band. E -B is s s 

derived from the Laurent form(29) about the logarithmic 

deri vati ves and taking up to the linear term of E- -B , ",e s s 

obtain 

3 / ---
I+Cl~ jl~{?7 • (I.l.IB) 

Other parameters for pure metal are assumed according to 

Pettifor(29), as follows: 

"3 Zw . .s ---
Z R , 
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a Q f(- 6-cd ed + , 

6 5 
:lEA 

{ (~ ) Z _ I } 
)'5 (( , 

Wd 0( / 

/dK
Z (I. 1. 19 ) 

where e~ is the atomic d level. r A is the core atomic radius. 

ZA is the effective charge which the s electron on the W.S. 

sphere feels and ZH.S is also the effective. charge similar to 

ZA. Wd is the d band width. See ref.(29) for the values of 

the parameters Z1,<!.8' ZA' Q, q and r A· 

As mentioned previously, the bond energy part in the 

pressure mainly originates from the derivative of the bond 

energy with respect to the volume. Therefore, (D/t) and s 

(D/t)d should be close to 2 and n respectively. From this 

point of view, we assumed in the real calculation that eDit) 

=2 and (D/t)d=n where n is the exponent for the R dependence 

of the d band vddth. For the 4d transition metals, if we 

calculate (D/t) using Pettifor's parameter, (D/t)s=2.5~3.0, 

(D/t)d~n-l, but these discrepancies will not be important 

qual ita t i ve ly . 

In the following section, we will show the results of 

numerical calculations on the pressure-volume relations of 
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completely disordered transition metal alloys. The s part DOS 

is approximated by the free-electron like rigid band model 

because it has not a complex form. That is, we assumed that 

fS(E)=f cI ~If(E) vlhere ~If(e) is the free electron DOS of 

the I-type pure metal \'I'i th the effective mass I's' 

The volume dependence of ~s is neglected for simplicity. 

The d-part DOS's are calculated by using the off-giagonal 

CPA formulated by Shiba(30 ). The volume dependence of the 
;\. 

model d band can be assumed as P (€: )= P( 6/1<1) /1\f be cause of' the 

single band model. The quantity (D/t)d is not exactly the 

same values over the all transition metals .. VJhen (D/t) dA f 

(D/t)dB, we replace (D/t)d by cA(D/t)dA+cB(D/t)dB' Although 

the level Ed and Bs do not necessarily agree with the values 

for the pure state in eq.(I.l.19) in alloys, they are 

initially assumed to be equal to those in eq.(I.l.19), and 

then if the calculated electron number violates the charge 

neutrality condition at each site, we shift Ed and Bs of B 

atom (or A atom) by a same amount until the condition is 

satisfied. Lang and Ehrenreich (31) also have found that the 

volume dependence of the Curie temperature in eu-Ni alloy is 

explained by the minimum polar model such that the charge 

neutrality is satisfied within each atom, rather than by the 

ionic regid band model. 

In the concentration c=O.O and 1.0, if we directly use 

Pettifor's parameters, the equilibrium lattice constants 

calculated by the above mentioned scheme often show the 
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deviations of about 10% from the observed values. Therefore, 

we have adjusted ()ls' Id) A and Vs' !d)B so that the 

calculated lattice parameters and bulk moduli agree with the 

observed values(32 ) for both constituents. Other parameters 

except forts and)'d are quoted from Pettifor's paper, and 

the detailed difference in parameters between the crystal 

structures is neglected. 
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§2. Nb-Zr Alloy 

The p-phase Nb-Zr alloy forms a continuous series of 

solid solutions at high temperature ~'li th the b. c. c. struct-

ure. Lattice parameter shows the negative deviation from 

Ve gard' s lmv. Re cent ly the bulk modulus has been measured by 

Walker et al. (33). It shows the negative deviation from the 

linearly interpolated value. 

As the first example, we calculated the pressure-volume 

relation of this system. The input parameters are as follows. 

~sNb=0.5484, ~dNb=2.046, ;UsZr=0.6396, ~Zr=2.465. These 

values are determined by previously' mentioned procedure. 

-4 Band w'idth is vlNb=\'IZr=0.7·(R/3.0713) • Other parameters are 

taken from Pettifor's paper. 

In Fig.I.I, the assumed model d band and the volume 

dependence of the d DOS at c=O. 5 are sh01vn. Since Nb and Zr 

are adjacent to each other on the periodic table and t'le apply 

the charge neutrality condition, the calculated d bands are 

similar to the common bands. However, the band width is 

extended due to alloying and the position of Fermi level is 

shifted upward and passes through a peak of the d band with 

the decrease of the volume. This is caused by the fact that 

the bottom of the conduction s band relative to the d level 

is pushed up due to large core radii, as the result, the electr-

on transfer from the s band to the d band occurs. 

He show the pressure-volume relation in Fig. I. 2. The 

variation of the pressure with the concentration is approxima-
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tely linear. In Fig.I.3, the calculated lattice parameters are 

shmm. The ne gati ve deviations from Vegard' s lm'l quali tati vely 

agree with the observed trends(34). In order to understand the 

roles of the sand d electrons, it may be suitable that we plot 

the difference bet'Neen the partial pressures when the alloy is 

completely separated to the pure metals and those when the alloy 

is completely disordered. (When completely separated, of course, 

the Ve gard la't'l ilv =c A!2A +crfB is satisfied.) In connection with 

this, the relative d-core part pressure of A atom is defined 

by 

The relative d bond part pressure of A atom (3Pbfl)dA is 

also defined in the same way, but the suffix c is replaced 

by b. The relative d-part"pressure of A atom is defined by 

The relative s-part pressure is also defined in the same vTay. 

Ive shm'l the results of those r'elati ve pressures in Fig. I. 4. 

Ive find that the both sand d electrons contribute attractively 

to the deviation from Vegard' s lm'l. 

Figure I. 4 (b) shm'ls the contributions from the partial 

pressures o~ A and B atom. The s part pressure always 

increases the repulsive character with the decrease of the 

volume. Therefore the relative s pressure at Zr site is 

positive because the equilibrium volume of pure Zr, IlZr is 
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larger than.f1v =c Zr.f2Zr +cNbSlNb a.nd oppositely the relative s

part pressure at Nb site is negative because .fiNb<J2v . As the 

total, the negative partial s-pressure at the Nb site overcomes 

that at the zi site. Therefore the s part pressure causes the 

volume contraction relative to the volume P • . v 
The total relative pressure of the d core part is also 

attractive because of the behavior similar to the above 

mentioned s-part pressure. Since the d bond part always has 

the opposite sign and the different volume dependence from 

the core-repulsion part at the Nb site, its relative pressure 

is positive. On the other hand, the d bond part of the relative 

pressure at the Zr site is negative. The total relative pres-

sure of the d-bond part is positive because of the large 

positive pressure at Nb site. 

In the adjacent type of alloy on the periodic table such 

as Nb-Zr, the above mentioned analysis is not intuitive 

although such an analysis i~ useful in the case of the Pd base 

4d transition meta.l alloys as shown in the following section. 

It is easy to consider as follows in the adjacent type of alloys. 

Let us assume that the deviations R-R and R -RB are small eq A eq_ 

where Req is the equilibrium atomic radius of the alloy and 

RI is the equilibrium atomic radius of the pure metal of the 

type I and assume that the partial pressure (3Pfl)r is equal 

to the pressure of the pure metal of the type I. Expanding 

EcI(3Pfl)I(R )=0 for R -RI to the first order, we can 
I eq eq 

easily obtain the equilibrium radius R eq 
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, 

where BI is the bulk modulus of the pure metal I. Therefore, 

the deviation from 

CA + C 8 K8 BB 
RA BA 

(I.2.1) 

Hith the approximation R~/R~ ~ 1, 'tAre can obtain 

~ (3B / es ) 
(~et - Rv)/{KA -Re) = cA Ce ( 1- DA) (cA + C8 8A . 

(1.2.2) 

In the case of cA«l, i'le get (Req-Rv)/(RA-RB)=cA(BA/BB-l) 

which is equal to Friedel's formula(8) except for the 

factor (1+(1+")BA/2(1-2Y)BB)-1 where V is the Poisson's ratio. 

vIe remark that the R in eq. (I. 2 .1) has not the extreme eq 

value in the region O<cA<l. Therefore, eq.(I.2.1) does not 

expla.in the minimum volume in Pd-r·~o alloy and the maximum 

volume in eu-Mn alloy(34 ). Equation (1.2.1) qualitatively 

describes the deviation from Vegard' s lal\/" of the iso-electronic 

or adjacent type of alloy such as Nb-Zr. The deviation from 

Vegard's la\,l calculated from eq.(I.2.1) is shown in Fig.1.3(a) 

by the dashed line. As knoi'm from eq. (I. 2 .1), the fact that 

the Nb-part contribution is main in Fig.I.4(b) is roughly due 

to BNb>B Zr • Hereafter, we call this kind of classical behav

ior in the partial pressures as the normal behavior. In many 

transition metal alloys of the ad.) acent type ,B A>BB if RA< ~. 
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There fore, such an alloy always tends to exhi bi t p. negative 

deviation from Vegard's law. 

The charge neutrality condition is important to some 

extent. For example, vThen the electron number in the site 

deviates by more than 0.6 per atom from the charge neutrality, 

the positive deviation from Vegard's law occurs at c=0.5. 

It is observed that the bulk moduli of the Nb l Zr -c c 

change linearly vdth c<O.2, vThile for c>0.2, they deviate 

dm'lnvlard from the linear extrapolation for concentration. 

(See Fig.I.3(b).). Our results for the completely disordered 

Nb-Zr system shm'l an approximately linear change over all 

concentration. So, for c>0.2, the result does not agree 

with the observed negative deviation from the linear variation. 

Many causes are considered for this disagreement. The most 

important one seens to be the short range order effect. In 

fact, Nb-Zr system separates into tvm phases at low tempera-

ture and at high concentration (20at%N90at%Zr). B.c.c. f
phase is formed above about at 900 °C(35). Since the crystal 

is annealed at about 10000C during the whole growth processes 

, we can always expect the short range order. In Fig.I.3(b)~ 

the bulk modulus of the solution of the completely separated 

Nb-Zr is shown by dotted line, and it seems to agree with the 

obseFved trends. 
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§3. Pd-Base 4d Transition r·1etal Alloys 

In this section, vTe discuss the change of the lattice 

parameters of the Pd base 4d TMA and its microscopic inter-

pretation, then the calculated bulk moduli will be also shOt-m. 

At the end of this section, the formation energy "Till be 

discussed. 

It is observed that the lattice parameter of the Pd 

base 4d Tf1A shows a negative deviations from Vegard' s lmV' 

and the ne gati ve deviations change parabolically across the 

periodic table. Particularly, the deviations in Pd-Zr and 

Pd-Y are large, and it has been believed that the deviation 

relates to the charge transfer effect(36) (or the ionization 

effect). Later in this section, it will be shmm that their 

large deviations are partly due to the deformation effect 

of the d density of states at the Pd site and partly due 

to the charge transfer effect from s band to d band within 

the impurity site, but not due to that from 

the impurity atom to the host atom. 

Figure I. 5 shmlTS the model band and the impurity site 

partial density of states for c=O.l at the equilibrium 

position of pure Pd. As we remarked previously, it is not necessary 

that Ed and Bs are given by eq.(I.l.19) in alloys. If A 

atom has, for example, a larger core than B atom, it may 

be more reasonable to consider that the real level of A atom 

is close to the level obtained from eq.(I.l.19) into which a 

larger radius RA is substituted in stead of the cell radius 
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R per atom because the average Nave function on the A atom 

will tend to extend outward so as not to increase the kinetic 

energy. But, even if such a procedure l\Tere followed, the 

level of A atom relative to the level of B atom would not be 

so different from the relative levels determined by the 

procedure in the previous section '\Then we assume the charge 

neutrality condition. 

In Fig.I.6(a), the results of the calculation for the 

deviation from Vegard's law are shown. The agreement 

between the observed and the calculated values is good. 

Friedel's phenomenological theory is not good in 

agreement with the observed value except for Pd-Ag and Pd-Rh 

alloys. These disagreements are caused by the characteristic 

d band effects as will be shown soon later. 

In order to show the roles of the sand d electrons and 

those of the Pd and impurity atoms, we consider the partial 

pressures relative to the separated phase in Fig.I.6(b). 

Since the relative pressure which has been defined in the 

previous section is approximately proportional to the relative 

deviation, we can understand from the figure that the negative 

deviations from the Vegard la\,l are mainly due to d part press

ures and that the calculated deviation dip at Ru occurs 

because of the contribution from the s part pressure. 

Let us examine each partial relative-pressure in detail. 

The s part partial pressures behave normally in the sense 

mentioned in the previous 
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section and are determined by the deviations from each equili

brium position (See Fig.I.6(c).). The relative pressure of 

the d core part are also normal as shown in Fig.I.6(d). 

The d core part pressure at the impurity site dominates the 

sign of the total relative pressure of the d-core part because of 

lar~ core radiu'l of the impurity. The relative partial pressures of 

the d bond part at the impurity site (dbA) are also normal. 

But the partial pressures of the d-bond part at the Pd site 

are abnormal. \'lhen the Pd-Zr and Pd-Nb alloys expand, we expect 

that the relative d-bond contribution at Pd site is positive 

since the magnitude of the negative d bond contribution of 

the pure Pd decreases with the volume expansion. But the 

results in Fig.I.6(d) do not behave so. These anomalies are 

due to the alloying effect of the d band at the Pd site. 

As an example, let us see the alloying effect of the 

PdSO!fu 20 at the equilibrium atomic radius of the pure Pd 

in Fig.I.7. The sharp peak near the top of the local 

density of statesat the Pd site is shaven off due to the 

mixing with the Nb impurity states above that. The shaved 

states partially extend upw'ard, and partially contribute to 

the bonding state. This change causes the gain of the bond 

energy at the Pd site, therefore causes the negative bond cont ribu

tion of the relative partial pressure at Pd site. Recently, 

Pettifor characterizes this bonding effect as an effective 

increment of the d band 'Nidth in the alloy. 

Next, "le shm'l the calculated bulk moduli in Fig.I.8. 
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These changes JB/c tend to deviate in the positive direction 

from the linear variation. But for c=O.2, LJB/c lies 

in the concentration-linear line. These variations ,vill relate 

to the change of the DOS at Fermi level. In the case of the 

bulk moduli, the s-part contribution and the hybridization 

effect are comparatively important according to the pure 

metal calculations. Therefore, it may not be quantitatively 

good that the rigid-band like approximation is applied to 

the calculation of the electronic structure of the s electrons. 

The experimental studies of the transition metal alloys 

for the bulk moduli have not been done systematically~ 

Detailed experimental studies at this field are expected in 

futUre. vIe postpone more detalied discussion to future, 

waiting for the systematic experiments. 

Finally , ''le discuss the formation energy of the Pd base 

4d Tr,'!A. It may also be important to shOi'T that the alloy 

formations should be qualitatively explained by using the same 

parameters as those in this section. If we apply the point 

charge approximation to the interatomic coulomb energy, the 

configurationally averaged total energy is 

<£t~> 
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.....:... '"'- J ~ f ~ (tr) e 
z ~:r:: (Ir) v; I (Ir) Q Jr - 3 () -1/, I. :x. C-

o 

(1. 3.1) 

where the spatial integration is performed over the Higner-

Seitz cell. ,..... "" The nl and vel are respectively the averaged 

densi ty and the intra-atomi c coulomb potential 1'lhen the site 

o is occupied by the atom I. As verified by Gelatt et al. (5) 

and Pettifor(3), the large cancellation between the level-

shift energy and the double counting energy occurs near the 

equilibrium position, so that they do not qualitatively 

contribute to the cohesive energies. Therefore, ''le 

assume that the formation energy 'Nhich is defined by the 

energy difference betv-reen the completely disordered state and 

the completely separated state is approximately described 

by the bond energy only. 

So that, our estimation for the formation energy is essentia-

lly the same as that discussed by Friedel,Cyrot and Cyrot-

Lackman (7) and Gautier et al(6~. The different points are as 

follows. (1) He take account of the volume effect of the 

bonding energy in alloys. (2) lve use the re lat i ve levels 

shifted by the charge neutrality condition, and do not use 

the atomic level. (3) The s part contribution of the band 

energy is also added. 

The calculated formation energies are show'n in Fig. I. 9. 
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The obtained signs are similar to those obtained by Cyrot and 

Cyrot-Lackman(7) although our values are fairly larger than 

their values. 
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§4. Conclusion 

We have proposed a method to calculate the pressure

volume relation in alloys and have shown that the pressure

volume dependence and the related cohesive properties of the 

4d TT/LA. are qualitatively explained by the virial theorem and 

the simple two-band model. The s-d hybridization has been 

neglected. The sp band and the d band were approximated 

by the single bands, and the former was regarded as the 

concentration average of the free electron like DOS of each 

component and the latter was treated in Shiba's off

diagonal· CPA. 

The negative deviation from Vegard's law and the linear 

change of the bulk moduli of Nb-Zr can be explained qualita

tively, but the negative deviation from the linear change of 

the bulk modulus in c>20 at%Zr can not be explained by our 

completely disordered model ·which assurres the charge neutrality 

condition. It was suggested from the estimation in the 

separated-phase limit that the disagreement in the bulk 

modulus is due to the short range order effect. 

1'le have calculated the lattice parameters, bulk moduli 

and the formation energies for Pd-base 4d TMA, and have 

obtained the following conclusions. 

(1) The negative deviations from Vegard's law are mainly 

due to the d part pressures. Particularly, the gain of the 

d-bond energy which is due to the destruction of the sharp 

peak at the top of the Pd-site partial density of states 
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1vhen alloying, contributes mainly to the l:.egative relative-pressure 

of the d part. In the Pd-Zr and Pd-Nb alloys, the reduc-

tion of the s part pressures caused by the charge transfer 

effect from th'e s bcmd to the d band also contributes to the 

negative deviations. The s part pressures cause the dip at 

Ru for the deviation on the periodic table. 

(2) The calculated bulk moduli tend to be larger than 

the concentration-linear values for c=O.l, but for c=O.2,are 

approximately equal to the concentration-linear values. 

He have discussed the large d band effect at Pd site to 

the cohesive properties. However, in the case of Ag-base 

4d Tr,1A; such a large d band effect can not be expected. 

Indeed, we have verified to be so. For example, the deviation 

from Vegard's law of AgsO Zr20 is only one-third of that of 

Pd SO Zr20 • 

In spite of the simplicity of the model, we believe that 

our approach is useful for elucidating the cohesive 

properties of the transition metal alloys. However, there 

are many points 'vhich seem to be excessively simplified. 

Firstly, we neglected the s-d hybridization effects. 

For this reason, the charge transfer from the s band to the 

d band indicated in the Pd-Zr alloy may not be so large as to 

be expected from the present model, because the s-d hybri

dization expels the sp states from the energy region of the 

d states so that the sp density of states at the Fermi level 

is small. Also, the bonding effect due to s-d hybridization 

might explain the formation of the Pd-Ag alloy. 
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Secondly, we do not take account of the concentration 

dependence of the bottom of the sp band. It is not so 

difficult to take this effect into account. HoW'ever, for 

integrated quantities such as the sp electron numbers and sp band 

energy, we believe that our approximation correctly describes 

the trends of them be cause the sp density of states is not 

complicated and because our approximation is correct up to 

the second order moment f 2' Of course, the more detailed 

calculations are necessary for the cohesive properties of 

alloys, especially the noble metal- noble metal alloys (Cu-Ag 

, Cu-Au etc) and the transition metal- nontransition metal 

alloys (Fe-AI, Ag-AI etc ) which are not considered in this 

paper. We leave these for the future problems. 
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Part II 

Cohesive Properties of 

3d Transition r.Tetal Alloys 
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Outline of Part 11 

The purpose of Part 11 is to elucidate the formation 

energy, the lattice parameter and the bulk modulus of 3d 

transition metal alloys in the ground state on the basis of 

the electronic structures. 

The calculation is performed with use of the method 

developed in Part I. The method is reviewed briefly in §l 

and a useful and approximate expression for the magnetic 

pressure "is derived. Furthermore, an expression which is 

used in the calculation of the formation energy is derived. 

eu-Mn alloy is discussed in §2, and then the cohesive 

properties of the «Fe-base and the Ni-base 3d transition 

metal alloys are studied in §3 "\'Tith the assumption of the 

charge neutrality condition. The concentration dependence 

and the systematic variation on the periodic table for the 

formation energy, lattice constant and bulk modulus reproduce 

the observed trends qualitatively well except for a few" alloy 

systems. 

In the formation energy of 3d transition metal alloys, 

the effect of the gain in the exchange energy is emphasized 

in comparison with the formation energy in the nonmagnetic 

state. It is shown that the origin of the deviation from 

Vegard's law lies in the change of the magnitude of the local 

magnetic moment and the s-d charge transfer effect in alloys, 

and it is verified theoretically that the empirical formula 

for the deviation from Vegard' s law proposed by Shiga and 
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Schlosser is qualitatively correct for many 3d transition 

metal alloys. For the bulk noduli, the softenings due to 

alloying are discussed. 

In the last section, the conclusion and a brief discuss

ion for the Fe-Pt invar alloy are given. 
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gl. Formulation 

The formulation is essentially the same as in Part I. 

The different point from the previous method is that the 

electronic structure of the s electron part is also calculated 

\1ith use of the CPA and so, the alloying effect of s electron 

is taken into account. 

By neglecting the s-d hybridization, the virial theorem is 

written in the tight binding representation as follows (See 

eq.(I.l.9) in Part I) 

3pV - (11.1.1) 

(11.1.2) 

where ~ means the electron spin state. 3PIV is the partial 

pressure of the orbital 1. The first term of r.h.s. of eq. 

(11.1.2) is the core part pressure due to the I-orbital elec

tron. (~DC«/2)1 is a volume dependent factor of the atom 

at the site~. The second term of r.h.s. of eq.(I.l.2) is the 

bonding energy term. (D/t)l is the volume independent factor 

of the orbital 1. tl~(E) is the partial density of states 

(DOS) of the orbital 1 and the spin state ~ at the site~. 

Although the spin dependence of the factor (~Dt~/2) is not 

important, we assumed its spin dependence due to the change 

of the local magnetic moment since 'Ne formulated the pressure 

on the basis of the local spin density functional theory (LSD). 

These parameters are determined in the same way as 

in the case of eq.(I.2.1) 
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and (1.2.2) in Part I by use of Pettifor's expression(3) 

of the pure metal: 

D(3 
,~ o(P() 
l ~-- -(3 Z JI (r-'- , (11.1.3) 

(Z D!«J = 
f Z SI. 

(II.1.4) 

- Z ex (E) 
.J: -t.)I , (11.1.5) 

(11.1.6) 

(R) _ 21 [( + z !L:~ - (Bs - Ex ) a> K~] (11.1. 7) 
1/ SI. I. 2 /"-~ C I' 

where EdIo-- is assumed to be equal to EdI-(UI/2)mI·cr. Es and 

EdI are respectively the centers of the gravity of sand d 

electrons of the nonmagnetic pure metal of the type I, mI is 

the local moment at the site and UI is the exchange parameter 

of atom of the type I. The fitting factors ~I and 11 are 

respectively introduced to the r.h.s. ofeq.(II.l.4) andeq. 

(ILL 7) so that both the lattice pararreter and bulk modulus of pure Iretal 

are reproduced correctly. In Part I, the effective mass )ls and 

Id Here the adjusting parameters for the same purpose. 

In the case of the disordered alloy which we discuss, 

the rlIadelung energy vanishes. Therefore, 
"-

3 P 11 = 
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EF 
'" 3 Pj. .D. 

D(3 ~ (0 J "'-(~~) /Y'l...e:r.cr - -:;:) Z e I (€.£I.(1'--E) f..£:r:.o-d6 
f> Z j!r<r v ..R. ro- • 

(ILL 8) 

'" In this paper, 3Plil is calculated in the off-diagonal CPA 

assuming the geometrical mean. 

As shown easily by the analysis of the first three moments, 

the volume dependence of the DOS, the center of gravity and 

the transfer integrals are all determined only by that of the 

band \'lidth H. 

, 

6c - 6 17 oc W , 

, (II.1.9) 

J\ 

where pew) is a volume independent function, €b is the 

bottom of the energy band and Co is the center of gravity. 

The level of the I type atom in the magnetic alloys are 

assumed to be as folloNs. 

, 

G SI (fU re) - (II.l.lO) , 
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where EdI (pure) and csI (pure) are the centers of gravity of 

d and s electrons in the nonmagnetic state. UI is the 

exchange parameter and assumed to be equal to UOI(l+IUOI/HdI) 

Nhere UOI and -(UOI are adjustable parameters and 11 dIis the 

d band width of the pure metal I. The volume dependence of 

-n the Cl. band width is described by\'ldocR • R is the cell radius 

corresponding to the atomic volume. €~I is the atomic d 

level. of the atom I. BsI(pure) is the bottom of 

the pure s energy band of the type I and is assumed to be 

equal to 3ZA((rA/R)2-l)l;"sR which was suggested by Pettifor 

and used in Part I. r A is the core atomic radius and ZA is 

the effective charge which the s electron on the W.S. sphere 

feels. We assume that the s band DOS of the pure metal is 

a semi-ellipsoidal DOS and define \'J by one half of the s s 

band width. The volume dependence of w is proportional to s 
-2 R because of the neglect of the volume dependence of ~s 

(See eq.(I.l.18) in Part I.). The magnetic polarization of 

the s band is neglected. ~V is determined from the charge 

neutrality condition in a site. 0IA is the Kronecker ~. 

The volume dependence of €dI(pure)-€~I is assumed to agree 

'tvi th that of vI d. In the 4d metals, this assumption is 

justified numerically. This point is different from the 

method in Part I. 

Expanding eq. (II .1. 2) vIi th the atomic magnetic moments, 

we can get an approximate magnetic pressure. Integrating 

by parts, let us transform the bonding energy of the orbital 1, 
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EF 

-Ebl=r~(€-tl(i) ~lCT(€)d€ , to the following form. 

Ef 

- Ebi :::: !i(t- (EF - CC<.€(J'-) 11.ct.fl<r - f fa.- ~o(~cr(6) de , (11.1.11) 

6 

where no<lo-(G)= f ~lcr(w)Jw , no<lo-=no<lo-(EF). Local magnetic 

moments contribute to the bonding energy through each atomic 

level C"()(lcr' The change of the bonding energy (-Ebl ) due to 

the first order change of the atomic levels is 

(11.1.12) 

l'lhere \'le used the relation dfnD(.iJe)=-~elO'"(e). a~lo-' 

According to the selfconsistent condition (11.1.10)3 the above 

expression is 

Therefore, the magnetic pressure defined by the magnetic 3PV 

minus the nonmagnetiq 3PV becomes approximately the following 

form. 

(3 P V J.na~ "" f H (~ ) d - 1'~.JlTo( 'l'l~ 

+ ~ [ (ljj ~!11. t (~ ~ (~F - to(J!)] aq'ic<.R. 

(11.1.13) 

Of course, in the ferromagnetic pure metal, the first 

term of r.h.s. of eq.(II.l,13) agrees 1'lith the formula derived 

by Andersen et al. (37) in the first order expansion, The 

second term is the charge transfer term due to the change 

of the local magnetic moment. Since (D/t)d~(D/t)s (See Table 1) 
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and the charge neutrality within the site is satisfied,this 

term hardly depends on the Fermi level and is smaller than 

the first term as numerically verified in the later section. 

It is remarkable that the first term does not depend on the 

detail of the electronic structure since (D/t)d and fd are 

determined by the atomic d ~Tave function. The first term of 

r.h.s. of eq.(II.l.13) gives a theoretical base to the empirical 

formula found by Shiga(17) and SChlosser(18). 

The expression for the bulk modulus can be derived in the 

same manner. In the present case, the following expression is 

obtained in stead of eq.(I1.l.12) as there is the volume change 

of the transfer integrals. 

f
~F 

_L. 1',,« (c-Cc<'n)P (E-) de-e><er ,A: A. 0- c(,Q rr , 

(1I.1.l4) 

where 't'le assumed the geometrical mean for the AB type transfer 

. t 1 d d t l oc..a-~A,.,f /3 -' 2/3 F· 11 ln egra an assume AA '/d1=n1 , 'sI= . lna y, 

we obtain the formula for B: 

3B - J:. [_.!!-(z,Dtcl) ] rtlo(.R.a-
cl.!l er e{ V f3 .z 1.£ rr 

~ [( o!o() (0 ] ( d'1ZC(Jla; + .LJ Z - 1" -) (EF - cc(..R 0) - V 
oOrr p Z .R r.cr- 1; ft d 

- L - Z '/..lct. (0) -/ fl=F 
.£ 1;..e c( rr V ( e~.R rr - G) f ot .£ 0- ( E) d E 
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(11.1.15 ) 

In the case of the ePA, 

"- [ d ( Po(30 ) J "...., 38 Z er. -- E.- /fl..fI 
.1 I. dS1. f Z 

T Z ex [ (Eo plo) t (&) (~F - C ';'I)] (- ~~.fI) 
.£I. f 2..RI ".£ 

.' " 

f [ d (lTx )] '"'- 2. [ I (V) _'] v. ;m . (_ d -mz)II 
T ~ ex L d.12 /dz /J11I;- Z 7i ""F J-/JI I. I d.Q ) 

~ f I=F .-v 

~ (-¥)..e ~ C I ~I ( c.f X er - 6) f..i;r er (G-) J 6 . 

(11.1.16) 

The first term of r.h.s. of eq.(II.1.16) is the core part. The 

second term is related to the change of the electron number 

due to the volume variation . The third term is related to the 

local magnetic moment. The last term is the bonding energy term. 

Next, we explain the expression used in the calculation 

of the formation energy. \'!e consider only the d electron 

in accordance with other calculations(6),(7),(19). The energy 

expression to calculate the formation energy is 

f
EF ......... I ""-::2 

fo- er. (E- 6:r.cr) fzo- ce )ci 6 -"+ A.. ~ CL VI /l7Z:c. (11.1.17) 

Of course, the above expression in the nonmagnetic state 

agrees with the d electron part of the expression used in 

Part I. 

He consider two values of ~ = 3/2, 1. ~ = 1 is correspond-
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ing to the Hartree-Fock (H.F) magnetic energy. If we 

interpret the DOS P(e) in the sense of the quasi-particle, 

~ = 1 is appropriate. If we interpret the DOS f(€) as the 

DOS in the sense of the LSD theory, the double counting term 

is not exactly double counting and ~=3/2 is appropriate in 

the case of the Slater type LSD potential. Indeed, according 

to the LSD theory, the electronic total energy is given by 

f l= ~ f (lE) d G _ _, fd Ir J Ir / '71 err) '7l rr/ J 
Z /If-rr/ 

(II.1.1B) 

where E is the exchange-correlation energy and vC7- = 0 (n €- ) 
xc xc xc 

~n~. If'we assume the Slater type potential, i.e. that with 

«=2/3 in Slater's X~ method, the third term is 

- 1. ~ f Z r(2 0--( Ir) 71x.: (Ir) cl Ir 
Z ~ , (11.1.19) 

where ~= 1/2. Here, we define the exchange splitting 

parameter U. at the site j by 
J 

VJ/l1Lj - eiJ, - ejt 

~ < 'f j.[; I V"x. ~ (Ir) I 'fJ J, > - <' Cf) l' / 7rx
t
c (Ir) I crj t > , 

where o/jO" is a localized orbital ofcr spin state at the site 

j, m. is a local magnetic moment at the site j. Then, 
J 

leaving only the intraatomic d electron 'term, the magnetic 

term in eq.(II.l.19) becomes 
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J...;: E u· -m:-
4- J J J. 

Therefore, eq. (ILl.17) is obtained and A=2-~=3/2. 
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§2. Cu-Mn Alloy 

The lattice parameter of cu-rlIn alloy exhibits a maximum 

at 60 at%r·'In (34) where the volume of this alloy exceec.s 

that expected from Vegard's lalv by about 10%. The 

classical and phenomenological theory by Friedel(8) predicts 

the opposite sign to the observed deviation. Shiga(18)and 

Schlosser(19) suggested from the empirical formula that the 

deviation from Vegard's law is closely related to the 

growth of the local moment. Hm""ever, the information about 

the nagneti c properties of this alloy is not enough to 

elucidate the deviation, thus the origin of the deviation from 

Vegard's lav-r has not been elucidated yet. 

The calculation of the formation energy of Cu-~fu by 

means of the off-diagonal CPA is performed by Van der Rest 

et al.(21). Their calculated value is about ten times larger 

than the observed value (3 8), and so ,is not satisfactory. 

In this section, we give the result for the lattice 

para~eter mainly and elucidate the relation of it to the 

electronic structure and the magnetism. 

The s-d hybridization effect changes the electron 

numbers by about :to.5 in the pure metal. HOi'TeVer, the net 

change due to the alloying effect may not be so large and not 

important for the concentration dependence of the pressure. 

The concentration dependence of the lattice parameter of 

the Cu-rIIn alloy shOivs the behavior similar to that of the 

Ni-rrn alloy experimentally. This fact suggests that the 
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hybridization effect in Cu-f-Tn is not particularly important 

in comparison vIi th other transition metal alloys. 

We calculate the electronic structure regarding this 
, 

alloy as the magnetically and configurationally disordered 

alloy. In fact, the antiferromagnetic order has not been 

found in the lovJ' r·1n concentration. In Fig. 11.1, we show the 

DOS of -if>In calculated by means of this method. The result 

reproduces the DOS in the antiferromagnetic state calculated 
(39) 

by Asano and Yamashita qualitatively \'lell although we 

regarded the antiferromagnetic frJIn. as a disordered alloy. 

Values of parameters are \,1 CCu)=0.626 Ry, w Ci'r--Tn)= . s s 

0.78232 Ry, ZACCu)=0.9ll35 and zACl'r,Tn)=0.88l99. The 

quanti ties 1'1 1 S are selected so that the curvature at the s 

bottom of the s band DOS agrees with that of the free 

electron DOS determined by the effective nassfs(40). Z 's A 

are estimated so that the position of the bottom of the s 

band agrees ivi th the re suIt of the band calculation. 

Exchange parameters are Uo C Cu)=O. 0 Ry and Uo C.(Mn ) =0.29004 

Ry, 7'UOCCu)=O.O Ry and .fUOCir-1n)=2.0. In the pure metal, 

these values reproduce the observed Mn magnetic ~oment 2.4jtB 

and the reasonable critical pressure C4l ) at which the local 

magnetic moment vanishes. Fitting parC3l'll2ters ~ and '7 are as 

follows: ;CCu)=1.01579, 1CCu)=1.68358, ~Cif-Tn)=0.96533, 1C7Mn) 

=1.25716. Other parameters are given in Table 1. 

The calculation for the P-V relation of irm which is 

based on the energy band theory and the calculation for the 
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volume dependence of the magnetic moment have not been 

performed yet. Our model calculation in which the antiferro 

magnetic 7'r·'[n is treated as a disordered antiferro magnetic 

1~m is the first one. The critical pressure such that the 

anomaly of the P-V relation appears together with the 

vanishing of the spontaneous magnetostriction, is 160 kbar, 

where the pressure-induced antiferro-nonmagnetic transition 

occurs as shown in Fig.II.2. A large increment of the 

pressure \<Ti th the decreasing volume is seen in the nonmagnetic 

region from Fig.II.2 and the small increment of the pressure 

with the decrease of the volume, in the antiferromagnetic 

region. This bending of the P-V relation has not been 

observed yet because of the lack of the high pressure 

experiments on CU-f/"..n alloy larger than 100 kbar. In the 

case of the Fe-Ni alloy, this continuous bending is observed 

(42) Such a bending shows the vanishing of the localized 

moment. In Fig.II.2, the pressure in the magnetic state 

minus the pressure in the nonmagnetic state is called the 

magnetic pressure. Figure II. 3 shO'tIJS the volume dependence 

of this magnetic pressure. The magnetic pressure of 7~ill is 

well reproduced by the first term of eq.(II.l.13). 

The electronic structure of Cu-~m alloy is given in 

Fig.II.4. In Fig.II.5, the result indicated by II is calcula-

ted with the following selfconsistent condition in stead of 

ea. (II. 1. 10) . 
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Es:r: (II.2.1) 

where EdI (para) and EsI (para) shm'l the levels in the nonmagne

tic state, ndI(para) is the d electron number in the nonmag

netic state. In the high ~m concentration, the result II shows 

the good agreement 1d th the result I, but in the low IvTn 

concentration, these results do not agree. In the case of 

the selfconsistent condition (II.2.1), the magnetic moment 

is larger than that dete~mined by eq.(II.I.IO) because the 

d electron number at rJT,n site decreases, being accompanied 

by localization of r'in vli th the decrease of the rrm concentration. 

The concentration dependence of the DOS of cu-r,m can be 

easily understood since the Cu-part DOS and the r~-part DOS 

are separated clearly. The low energy peak of DOS grows 

up vd th the decrease of Tl'm concentration, the d band w'idth 

of IV'm site in the high energy region becomes narrow and 

narrow as the interaction among Nn atoms becomes weak. 

In the magnetic case, the up band at ~ill site mixes w'ell 

\,li th Cu. At lower concentration than 60 at%r'!n, the d band 

of the antiferromagnetic Vm has a gap because of the exchange 

splitting and localization. This gap, of cours~ becomes 
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small with the decrease of the volume. 

Calculated. lattice parameters are shOl'ln in Fig.II.6(a). 

The index I is the result calculated from eq.(II.l.IO) and 

1I is based on eq.(II.2.1). The result II deviates largely 

from the experimental value at the 1011 r,'[n concentration and 

is overestimated. Therefore, the selfconsistent condition 

(II.2.1) may be inappropiate. This overestimation of the 

lattice parameter is due to the fact that the d electron 

number at f'In site decreases by 0.4, so that, the excess 

electrons I<Thich flm'! out from the d orbital are accumulated 

mainly in the s orbital at eu site. 

In order to elucidate the origin of the large positive 

deviation of the atomic volume from Vegard's law, we define 

the pressure at the volume determined by Vegard's law (nv ) 

relative to the pressure in the separated phase as well as 

§2 in Part I as follows: 

3~.fl (J2 v ) - 1J cl:. (3 P.;..o..) (I2x.) 
x ' 

(II.2.2) 

"'" 
d{ 3 (12)C.Qv) == a( 3 P~n.)(.!2v) + a{ 3 Pd J2 ) (n v), 

(II.2.3) 

where (3Pla)I(flI) is the 1 component of the pressure of the 
,.., 

pure metal I at the eqilibrium volume and 3PT2(flv) is the 

I-component pressure of alloy at the volume determined by 

Vegard's law. Each component of the orbital can be decomposed 

into the core part and the bonding part which consist of the 

-contributions of both types of atoms. Of course, if J(3P.1l)(.Qv» 
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0, the lattice expands relatively to the volume determined 

by Vegard' s Im'>l. In order to claify the magnetic effect. the 

following magnetic pressure (3P12) is useful. . mag 

3 P..a (.a..,) - 3 f fl. f (.f2v) -t (3 P fl.J/l11o.{flv) , (11.2.4) 

where 3PJ2 (n ) is the pressure in the nonmagnetic state at r v 
the Vegard law 12 which is obtained by intepolating the v 
volume between the nonmagnetic eu and the magnetic ~rm. An 

approximate expession of the magnetic pressure is given by 

eq.(II.l.13). Substituting eq.(II.2.4) into (11.2.3), we 

obtain the relative pressure which consist of two parts i.e. 

the term S(3Pfl) (~) due to the change of the magnetic mag v 

state 1'lith alloying and the term d( 3Pfl ) (.a ) due to the change 
p v 

of the nonmagnetic part: 

r... 

d 3 P S2 -m4! ( .n. v) + tf 3 P..f2 f (.fl.. v ) • 

(11.2.5) 

In Fig. 11. 7, each relative pressure S( 3P.Q) is shovTn. 

Figure II.7(a) expresses the sand d contributions. Both S Rnd 

d electrons mal<:e positive contributions to the relative press-

re. The arrOvTS 't'J'ri tten by the solid and dotted lines shm'J' 

the direction of the change of the relative sand d pressures 

vlhen the volume changes from.n to the equilibrium volume. v 

Since the s electron part of the pressure generally increases 

rapidly with the decrease of the volume and d electron part 

pressure decreases with the expansion, F(3Pil) becoIIEs negative and 
s 
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then ba.lances Ni th the re lati ve d pressure \'Ihich is posi ti ve 

at the equilibrium volume. As shown in Fig.II.7(b), the 

origin of the large expansion at 60 at%~n is due to the change 

of the magnetic pressure. Since the magnetic pressure is 

approximately proportional to the linear combination of the 

squares of the local magnetic moment, we can interpret that 

this large expansion is due to the increment of the rlIn magne-

tic moment. The increment of the Mn magnetic moment is 

caused by the reason that the bonding of the ~m atoms is 

brolcen vii ththe decrease of the r.rn concentration and the 

magnetic moment is localized. The main part of the magnetic 

pressure originates in the bonding pressure of the d part. 

So, ':;e ca."! give also the interpretation that the loss of the bonding energy 

at Hn site becomee large with the increase of the rrm magnetic 

moment and it causes the relatively repulsive pressure. (See 

Fig.II.7(c).) 

There are two origins of the positive deviation from 

Vegard's law in thelol'J ~.'In concentration. One origin lies 

in the relative pressure of the s part. The d electrons at 

eu site mix with the d electrons at r.rn site l'lhich is in the 

higher energy region, and so the d hole is produced at eu 

site. Therefore the charge transfer from d orbital to s 

orbital at eu site occurs. It causes the excess repulsive s 

pressure. Another origin lies in the loss of the bonding 

energy due to the narrowing of the DOS at T·m site. This 

effect is, though large, not predaninant compared with the former. 
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These two effects are conspicuous in the case of the 

nonmagnetic state as can be seen from Fig.II.7(d). In this case, 

the effect due to the loss of the bonding energy is larger 

than thes-d charge transfer effect. The positive deviation 

from Vegard' s law" in the nonmagnetic state results from these 

two mechnisms, so that, the phenomenological theory by Shiga 

and Sclosser is not correct because of the assumption of 

Vegard's lal-v in the nonmagnetic state. However, their 

suggestion that the lattice parameter is related to the 

increment of the local magnetic moment, is qualitatively 

correct. 

By the way, we note that the behavior of the lattice 

parameter of Ag-Tc is different from the nonmagnetic Cu-Mn 

alloy. The 4d TMA Ag-Tc causes the negative deviation from 

Ve gard 's Imv by (Q-fl )/nA c=-O.012 at 10 at%Tc according v g 

our calculation in terms of the same method in Part I. This 

seems to be based on the reason that the magnitude of the 

negative relative-pressure at Tc site is larger than the 

case of Cu-I'm alloy since the volume deri vati ve of the core 

part pressure of Tc is larger than that of r"In. This different 

behavior may be caused by the more violent increase of the 

kinetic energy of 4d metal than the 3d metal because of the 

difference of the number of the node between the 4d metal 

wave function and the 3d metal voTave function. 

In spite of the large volume expansion, the bulk modulus 

changes linearly as shovm in Fig.II.6(b). Although the increase of tIE 
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bond ener,gy tenn in the bulk modulus is obtained as in the case of the 

pressure according to eq.(II.l.16), the increase of this term 

is compensated by the decrease of the core part (the first 

term of r.h.s. of eq. (11.1.16)) due to the volume expansion 

as seen from Fig.II.8. It is also caused by the volume 

expansion due to the appearance of the local moment that the 

bulk modulus in the nonmagnetic state is larger than that in 

the magnetic state. The experimental study of Cu-~m about 

Young's modulus has been reported, but the bulk modulus has 

not been done yet. 

At the end of this section, i'le discuss the formation 

energy 4H of Cu-II1n. The calculated value in the nonmagnetic 

state is more than ti'lice the value of Van der Rest et al (21) . 

as sho"m in Fig. 11.6 (c) . This is mainly due to the fact that 

the bonding energy of pure ?'fvTn is enhanced by the contraction 

larger than 10% due to the magnetovolume effect. If ~'le estimate 

the formation energy of the nonmagnetic cu-rm along Vegard's law 

in the magnetic state, the same order of the value as their 

result is obtained. In the magnetic state, the formation energy 

is reduced' as compared "lith the nonmagnetic case because of the 

gain of the exchange energy due to the increase of the loca-

lized ~!n magnetic moment. But the agreement with the exper-

imental value is poor. 

Equation (11.1.17) is not sufficient to explain the 

formation energy of Cu-~Tn alloy. 

There are many effects which must be considered. For 
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example, (1) The estimation of the repulsive energy term due 

to the shift of the atomic level. Especially, the large volume 

dependence of the formation energy in the nonmagnetic state 

should be reduced by this repulsive term. In the case of 

the magnetic state, this effect will contribute negatively to 

AH in the Mn rich region and \'lill suppress AH evaluated by 

eq. (11.1.17). One method \vhich takes account of the repulsive 

term is to integrate the pressure expression of eq.(II.l.8). 

From this point of view, we tried to evaluate the AH assuming 
~ 

the volume dependence of the parameters in eq.(II.l.8), but 

did not succeed because of the inaccuracy caused by the assumed 

volume dependence. Other effects which must be considered 

are as follows. (2) The effect of the s electron. (3) The 

correlation effect of d electron. (4) Temperature effect. 

The experiment is performed at high temperature (N1000K). 

It is difficult at the present stage to get the correct value 

of the order of 0.001 Ry confirming the importance of these 

effects theoretically. 
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S3. O<Fe and Ni Base 3d Transition IJIetal Alloys 

In this section, the results of the calculation for the 

cohesive properties of the «Fe and Ni base 3d TflIA, that is, 

the formation energy, the change of the lattice parameter and 

the bulk modulus are mentioned. 

The parameters which is used to calculate these 

quantities are listed in Table 1. The d band width is 

2 estimated from the formula 25/1" dR. Hm'Tever, in the case of 

V, the width is selected to be smaller 2 than 25/fdR by 0.05 

Ry and in Ni and eu, to be larger than 25/PdR2 by 0.02 and 

0.06 Ry respectively. These values agree with the results of 

the energy band calculation(43) ,(44). The exponent n vlhich 

expresses the volume dependence of the d band width is assumed 

to be equal to the exponent of the 4d metal(29) corresponding 

to the same column on the periodic table. The atomic core 

radius r A is calculated from the Herman-Skillmann's table(45) 

by means of the method suggested by Pettifor. The effective 

masses fls and I'd are taken from Table 1 in Andersen' s 
(40) paper . (D/t)s and (D/t)d are also estimated from 

Andp.rsen's parameters. The parameter ZA which characterizes 

the bottom of the s band of the pure metal is assumed to be 

equal to 1.0 except for V. Quantities ZA of 4d metals are 

nearly equal to 1.0. In the case of V metal, the 

bulk modulus of V is not reproduced well with ZA=l.O. 

There fore, we assumed that Z A =1. 2. The half of semi-ellipsoi

dal s band width, w , is selected so that it does not s 

contradict the result of the band calculation(43),(44) and 
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the s electron number is about 1.0. Q and ZW.S are evaluated 

by using Ed and € deduced from the band calculation. These xc 
parameters reproduce the volurre dependent quantities of Ti (4) , 

Fe· and Ni(ll) which have been calculated selfconsistently. 

The model DOS is shown in Fig.II.9. In the case of the 

b.c.c. structure, the model DOS which is used by Akai et al. 

(46) is assumed, and the f.c.c. model DOS is quoted rrom 

ConnOllY's(47) DOS. The tailor the length of a haIr or the 

d band width is added in order to take account or the s-d 

hybridization effectively. This tail is important for the 

volume dependence of the magnetic moment or Co and Ni. 

The parameters Uo and 7UO are selected so that the 

magnetic moment and its volume dependence at the eqUilibrium 

positio'n are reproduced for the assumed DOS. In the case or 

V, they are selected so that the magnetic moment of V in 

«pe 9CVlO alloy is reproduced and so that V causes the magnetic 

instability at the F.S. radius R~ 3.35 a.u. (9). The values in 

Ti and Cr are assumed to be equal to the values in V for 

simpliCity. 

The fitting factors ~ and 1 are determined to reproduce 

the observed lattice parameter and bulk modulus. In the case 

of Cr, they are determined assuming that the magnetic pressure 

is given by the first term in eq.(II.l.13) and the expression 

of the bulk modulus is equal to the expression or the bulk 

modulus in the nonmagnetic state. 

In general, the ract that the values 1 are rairly larger 
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than i.o may be due to the overestimation of the s-d charge 

transfer effect. Indeed, if "'le assume the s DOS ,vhose value 

at the Fermi level is about a half of the present DOS , we 

get, for example, f Fe=1.26, '7Fe =1.14. 

Atomic radii in the nonmagnetic state, the partial 

pressures of the s parts and the components of the bulk modulus 

calculated with use of the parameters listed in Table 1 are 

shown in Fig.II.IO. The results of the calculation for the 

spontaneous magnetostrictions defined by (.a-Da)/.o..o (where 

nO is the volume in the nonmagnetic state), are 0.003 for 

Cr, 0.140 for7~ill, 0.067 for ~Fe, 0.041 for f.c.c. Co and 

0.013 for Ni. The values calculated by Janak and Hilliams(IO) 

are 0.071 for ~Fe and 0.005 for Ni, and these values agree 

with our results well. The s part pressures in the nonmagnet-

ic state at equilibri urn position agrees roughly ,,,i th the 

pressures of 4d metals. However in the magnetic state, they 

decrease because of the volume expansion. 

In Fig.II.IO(c), the components of the bulk modulus are 

shown. The dominant part in the magnetic-moment term is 

related to the volume-derivative of the magnetic moment. For 

example, in the case of ~Fe, the third term of eq.(II.l.16) 

is -0.0031 Rya.u. and the volume-derivative term of the 

magnetic moment in it is -0.0024 Rya.u .. The main term in 

the bulk modulus is the s part as indicated by Pettifor(3). 

However, when we consider the alloying effect, the s-d charge 

transfer term (the second term of eq.(II.l.16)) and the 
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magnetic moment term (the third term of eq.(II.I.16)) are 

also important. 

!l.ccording to the e:x:oression of the approximate maFnetic pressure , 

(ILl.13), the change or the mag.1itude of the local magnetic mo:rrent is 

important in alloys. The calculated magnetic moments at the 

impurity site do not change very much from the magnetic moments 

in the impurity limit as shown in Fig.II.II. The Fe10~fu90 

alloy just lies in the boundary betl'Teen the ferromagnetic phase 

and the antiferromagnetic phase, and so, it should be treated 

as a quaternary alloy. But, the electronic structure is calcu-

lated with respect to three phases of binary alloy, that is, 

the antiparallel rill moment in ferromagnetic phase, the parallel 

~m moment in the ferromagnetic phase and the disordered 

antiferromagnetic phase for simplicity. The calculation in the 

parallel r.fu moment configuration is performed 'tvith the parameter 

w (Mn) = 0.78232 which is used in the previous section s 

. be cause 't'V Om) = 0.650 does not cause the solution of the s 

parallel Mn moment in the ferromagnetic medium. In the aFe 

base alloys, the changes of the magnetic moment of Fe are 

mainly effective to L1 Hand 1l-.!l , and in the Ni base alloys, v 

the changes of the impurity magnetic moment are important. 
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§3.1. Formation energy 

The calculated result of LlH in the 3d metal alloys is 

sh01'J'n in Fig. 11.13 . The values of 4H are evaluated at the 

equilibrium volume calculated from eq.(II.l.8) in the magnetic 

state or nonmagnetic state. 

In oC Fe-base alloys, the double counting term is important 

and the ~ =3/2 scheme explains AH qualitatively well. The 

result in the nonmagnetic state and the result by Van der Rest 

t 1 (21) 1 1· th d ea. a so exp aln e tren • The differences from 

their scheme of calculation are following three points: (1) VJe 

assume the charge neutrality within a site. (2) In our 

energy comparison, the magnetic energy is included. (3) The 

volume change of the bonding energy betNeen the magnetic 

and nonmagnetic state is considered. Although experiments(38) 

are performed at high temperature, about lOOOK , according to 

the recent experimental and theoretical studies(2
2
),(23) of 

the 3d ferromagnetic metal, the local magnetic moment remains 

even at the high temperature more than lOOOK. Therefore, it 

may be reasonable to estimate ~n as the Piagnetic alloys. 

An interesting result in connection l'J'ith this circumstance 

is that the. AH of Ni-Mn can not be explained as the nonmagnet-

ic alloy. The origin of the negative JH in this alloy lies 

in the gain of the exchange energy with the increase of the 

~n magnetic moment according to our calculation. Van der Rest 

et al. also present the negative .tiH of Ni-Mn in their non-

magnetic calculation. 

According to their calculation, the origin is due 
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to the gain of the bonding energy. However, this mechanism 

is dubious if I';e consider a large magneto-volume effect of 

Mn. Indeed, the rea.son for the nearly zero AH in the 

nonmagnetic Ni:....rJI..Yl alloy as shovmin Fig.II.13 is that the 

gain of the bonding energy of pure iI1n increases since the 

volume in the nonmagnetic state contracts more than 10 at% 

due to a large magneto-volume effect, and so the alloy tends 

to separate two metals. If we evaluate AH in the nonmagnetic 

state at the volume determined from Vegard' s 18.1"; in the magne

tic state, we· obtain 4H=-0. 0046 Ry latom I'Thich is a compara-

ble order with their result. Of course, it is not sufficient 

to discuss with eq.(II.l.17) for the alloy having a large 

spontaneous magnetostriction as mentioned in the previous 

zection. Nevertheless, this alloy is interesting as an 

example that the magnetovolume effect influences the forn:ation 

energy. The disagreements with the results of Van der Rest 

et al.(21) are also found in ~Fe-Cr and Ni-Fe. Our results 

give a correct trend in agreement with the observed value • 
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§3.2. Deviation from Vegard's Law 

The deviation or the volume from Vegard' s ImlT is shm'In 

in Fig.II.13(a),(b). The agreement with the experimental 

values is not so good as in the case of 4d metal alloys. 

HOvlever, the trend through the periodic table is reproduced 

"lell. In o<Fe-f''In alloy, the antiparallel Mn moment configu

ration in the rerromagnetic phase is suitable since it 

explains the sign of 4H and (Jl-..nv)/.nBc. In the following 

analysis, this configuration is assumed. The deviation from 

Vegard's law in «Fe-V is not explained by the common b.c.c. 

model DOS. This alloy will be discussed later. The experi~ 

mental tendency can not be explained by the result of the 

nonmagnetic calculation, especially, in Ni-Cr, Ni-~m, Ni-Co 

, "'Pe-Co, O<Fe-Ni and OCFe-Cu alloys. 

The relative pressures at the volume determined from 

Ve gard' s law are shovm in Fig. II .15 in the same vlay as the 

previous section in order to elucidate the mechanisms of the 

deviation and the magnetic contribution . The relative pressure 

is de fined by eq. (II. 2 . 3) . From these figures, vre can conclude as follovlS. 

Firstly for the O(Fe base 3d alloys, (1) The main origin 

of the deviation from Vegard's law is the magnetovolume erfect 

except for ~Fe-Ti and «Fe-V. The positive deviation in ~Fe-Co 

, tXFe-·Ni and D<Fe-Cu is mainly due to the increase of the 

magnetic moment at the host Fe site since the magnetic pressure 

is approximately proportional to the linear combination of 

the squares of each local magnetic moment. In «Fe-~n alloy, 
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the increase of the magnetic moment at rill site is also 

important. (2) In the case of the above mentioned alloys, 

the nonmagnetic part of the relative pressure nearly vanishes, 

and the magnetic pressure is qualitatively reproduced by the 

first term 0 f eq. (11.1.13) . These facts sho\,T that the 

empirical formula proposed by Shiga and Schlosser, 

+ S ( z ex k:r. '1TZ.; ) 
:r. (11.2.6) 

is qualitatively correct where .kI = [(D/t)d /4-1'ldI] UI /3B, 

.Qv is the volume determined from Ve gard' s law. t indicates 

the difference relative to the separated phase. (3) The 

negative deviation in «Fe-Ti is due to the nonmagnetic 

effect of the negative relative pressure which is caused by 

the d-d bonding effect and s-d charge transfer effect as in the 

case of Pd-Zr alloy in Part I. 

The disagreement in Ot'Fe"-V with the observed value is 

not improved even if the parameter ZA is changed by ~O.l, 

and the result is also not sensitive to the parameter Uo and 

fUo of V as shown in Fig.II.13 . 

On the other hand, the atomic volume of Ni-V alloy is 

reproduced comparatively good for the same parameter, 

Therefore it is inferred that this disagreement is due to the 

detail of the b.c.c. model DOS. So, we calculated the lattice 

parameter with the nei'l model DOS of V which is taken from the 
(48) 

DOS calculated by Boyer et al.. The ne\,T DOS is characterized 

by a more deep wliley due to the bonding-antibonding effect, a 

sharp peak in the center of the hand due to the de state and an 

addi tional peak just below the large peak due to the d?' state. 
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The decrease of the magnetic moment at the host Fe site and 

the increase of the bonding energy gain relative to the 

result of the previous DOS, are caused. For example, the 

magnetic moments at Fe and V sites are respectively 2. 0691'B 

and -1.099 J!B, while these are 2.223 JAB and -0.957 tB in 

the old DOS. The ne't'J DOS also leads to the large negative 

deviation from Vegard' s la~l at the nonmagnetic V-rich region 

contrary to the case of the previous DOS. The origin of 

this negative deviation can be considered to be due to the 

bonding effect caused by the breaking of the large peak of 

the d state at the center where the Fermi level lies and by 

the accumulation of the states on the valey of the b.c.c. DOS. 

It is due to these nonmagnetic contributions that Schlosser(18) 

could not elucidate the change of the lattice parameter of 

oCFe-V. 

Next , for the Ni base 3d alloys, the following three 

conclusions are obtained from Fig.16(b). (1) The nonmagnetic 

parts of the relative pressure are small except for Ni-Ti, 

Ni-II/m and Ni-Cu and so, eq. (II.2.6) is qualitatively correct. 

(2) The positive deviations from Vegard's law of Ni-l'Ifn and 

Ni-Fe are mainly due to a magnetovolume effect. These are 

caused by the increase of the fv1n and Fe magnetic moment. 

The negative deviations of Ni-Cr, Ni-V and Ni-Ti are also 

due to the magnetic effect caused by the decrease of the 

host Ni magnetic moment. This phenomenon is well known with 

respect to the deviation from the Slater-Pauling curve. 
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(3) The negative deviation in !U-Ti is mainly due to the d-d 

bonding effect and the s-d charge transfer effect as in the case of I%'Fe-Ti. 

Until now, v.Te have elucidated the origin of the devia-

tion remarking the change of the magnetic pressure. However, 

we can also interpret it as the change of sand d parts of 

the relative pressure. Figure II.16(c) and (d) are analyses 
'---. , 

from this point of view. For example, the positive deviation 

of Ni-Fe alloys can be explained as follows. The repulsive 

relative pressure of the s part is caused by the repulsive 

relative pressure at Fe site due to the relative contraction. 

On the other hand, in the case of the nonmagnetic state, the 

relative d part pressure is negative as well as Pd-Tc in 

Part I. However, in the case of the magnetic state, this 

relative pressure of the d part nearly vanishes because of 

the loss of the bonding energy with the increase Of the moment 

at the Fe site. Then, only the contribution of the relative 

pressure of the s part remains. This is another interpretation 

why the lattice parameter of Ni-Fe deviates positively from 

Vegard's law. 

Finally, we point out that the change of the lattice 

parameter of the nonmagnetic Ni-base 3d alloys across the 

periodic table is different from the Pd base 4d alloys. As 

sho\m in Fig. II .16, the behavior of the relative pressure of 

the s part is ah1ays positive and is different from the case 

of the Pd base alloys although the relative d part pressures 

behave in the same way. This difference is caused by the 
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difference of the relative weight between the relative s 

pressure at the impurity site and the host one since the 

relative magnitude of lattice parameters of Cr, ~n, Fe and 

Co with respect to that of Ni has the opposite tendency to 

those of MO, Tc,Ru and Rh compared with Pd. 
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§3.3. Bulk Modulus 

The result of the calculation for the bulk modulus is 

shOlm in Fig. II .14. In the case of Ni-Co, Ni-Fe and Ni-l\h, it changes 

li!:.ee.rly 1'1i th concentration. Tne others deviate negatively fro~ the linear 

dependence. The origin of the softening in Ni-Ti, Ni-V, Ni-Cr, 

~F~-Ti and ~Fe-Cr is mainly due to the s-d charge transfer 

induced by the volume change. (See Fig.II.17.) The change of 

the bulk modulus of ~Fe-V calculated by the Modified model 

band is ..1B/c=2. 06 which is of opposite sign to the modulus 

calculated by the old model band. In order to get the 

reliable result, it is necessary to calculate more accurately. 

The origin of the softening in o(Fe-Co, c<Fe-Ni and O<Fe-Cu is 

, in addition to the s-d charge transfer effect, partially 

due to the increase of the derivative of the local magnetic 

moment with respect to the volume and partially due to the 

decrease of the rigid part with the volume expansion. The 

rigid part in the bulk modulus is defined by the first and 

third terms of r.h.s. of eq.(II.l.15). 

The observed values of LXFe-Cr, p(Fe-Ni and A'Fe-Co agree 

1'1ith the trend of the result of the calculation. The 

systematic experiment is desirable so as to check whether the 

softenings in ~Fe-Ti and Ni-Ti type alloys are observed or 

not. 
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§4. Conclusion and Discussion 

He have calculated the cohesive properties of cu-r·'In and 

the o.'Fe and Ni base 3d Tfl'IA on the basis of the tight binding 

model and thevirial theorem, and then discussed the 

mechnism. Our result and conclusion are summarized as follows. 

Firstly, for the formation energy JH, we have taken 

account of the volume dependence of the bonding energy and 

evaluated ~H by the d electron magnetic energy (II.l.17). 

The trend for LlH \'TaS reproduced also in the case of the 

magnetic state. In the ~Fe base 3d alloys, the formation 

energies calculated with the ~=3/2 scheme in eq.(II.l.17) 

agree with the experimental values quali tati vely. i'le pointed 

out that the nonmagnetic evaluation of ~H can not explain the 

negative L1H of Ni-Iv1n and Ni-Fe if we take account of the 

magnetovolume effect since ~H is fairly sensitive to the 

volume change. The small posi ti ve A H of Cu-r'In could not be 

explained by eq. (II.1.17). In the case of such a system which 

shm'ls the large magneto-volume effect, (for example, Cu-f.fm), 

the evaluation of the repulsive energy term "Till be important. 

Secondly, we have calculated the volume dependence of 

the magnetic moment and the pressure of the disordered 

antiferromagnetic fr'm 'V'hich has a large' pressure dependence 

of the Neel point. He did not find the first order change 

of the magnetic moment induced by the pressure as in iFe(ll), 

(14) 
l'lith the stretching of the d band width, the magnitude 

of the local moment decrease continuously and, at the volume 

at ",hich the local moment vanishes, a bending of the P-V 
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relation appears. 

The deviations of the lattice parameters from Vegard's 

law were also qualitatively elucidated. There are several 

origins for the deviation from Vegard' s lm". 

One is the magnetovolume effect due to the change of 

the local magnetic moment. Hhen the magnetic pressure is 

expanded in powers of the local magnetic moments for any 

magnetic and atomic configurations, it consists of the terms 

of the squares of the local magnetic moment and the s-d 

charge transfer term due to the change of the magnetic moment 

in the 10\,Test order expansion. ~fe have verified that the 

latter term is not important for many 3d metal alloys and 

the magnetic pressure is qualitatively described ,,,ell by 

the former term only. This approximate expression does not 

depend on the details such as the Fermi level and the DOS. 

So, we have given a theoretical basis to the empirical 

formula proposed by Shiga and Schlosser. The alloys in which 

the deviation from Vegard's law is mainly caused by the 

magnetic pressure are oc'Fe-Hn, OCPe-Co, O<Fe-Cu, Ni-V, Ni-Cr, 

Ni-Fe and cu-r·'In. 

The other origins are the d-d bonding effect and the s-d 

charge transfer effect. These effects were the origin of the 

deviation from Vegard's law in the Pd base 4d alloys. In 

3d alloys, the deviations from Vegard's law of ~Fe-Ti, Ni-Ti, 

V rich OCFe-V and Cu rich cu-rlIn alloys are also caused by 

these mechanisms. 
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The linear chans"2 of the bulk r.:odulus with concentration of Cu-Mn 

'\',':'1L:h is contrary to the behavior of the lattice parameter is 

due to the fact that the relatively negative modulus of the 

core part caused by the volume expansion cancels the relativ

ely positive modulus of the bonding part as has been sh~m in §2. 

The magnitude of the bulk r.J.odulus is determined mainly 

by the core term (the first term of r.h.s. of eq.(II.l.16» 

and the bonding term (the fourth term of r.h.s. of eq.(II.l.16». 

ROI·rever, for the changes of the bulle moduli in alloys, the 

s-d charge transfer term and the magnetic moment term for the 

volume derivative (the second and third terms of r.h.s. in 

eq.(II.l.16» are also important. Especially, the softenings 

of O{Fe-~i, ClFe-Co and 0( Fe-Cu are due to the two origins, 

that is , the increase of the sd charge transrer for the 

volume derivative and of the magnetic moment term for the 

volume deri vati ve. These effe cts '.V'ill be important in the 

so-called invar region. The softenings of Ni-Ti, Ni-V, 

~Fe-Ti and ~e-Cr are also due to the former origin. The, 

experimental bulk modulus of o<Fe-Cr supports this trend. 

These are our conclusions at the present stage. \'le have 

calculated the electronic structure as a binary system for 

a~l alloys. The electronic structures of ~Fe-~m and Ni-~m 

"rhich are sensitive to the magnetic configuration and its 

pressure dependence, are not sufficient in our calculation, and the calc-

ulation as a ternary or quaternary alloy will be necessary in order 

to reproduce the electronic structure more reasonably. The 
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cohesive properties of ~Fe-V are not also elticidated suffi

ciently. The s electron number of V is 1.38 according to 

our parameter listed in Table 1. This value is clearly 

overestimated. On the other hand, if v-Te assume ZA to be 

equal to 1.0, the s electron number is about 1.0, but the 

lattice parameter and bulk modulus are not reproduced reason

ably. These inconsistencies seem to be caused by the fact 

that the semi-ellipsoidal s DOS overestimates the s-d charge 

transfer effect. In other v-TOrds, it may indicate that 

the s-d hybridization effect is important. It was needed 

to modify the model d DOS in order to get the correct lattice 

parameter of Fe 90VIO alloy. This suggests that the cohesive 

properties of «Fe-V depend on the detail of the assumed 

model DOS. Therefore, for this alloy, \'le must carry out a 

more exact calculation. 

Finally, we discuss 8n extention to the finite tempera

ture and the invar problem. To the ground state properties 

of the magnetovolume effects and the bulk moduli of the invar 

alloys such as Fe-Ni and Fe-Pt, our method is applicable 

straight forwardly and the calculations are in progress. 

However, it is well known that the electronic structur~ 

in the critical concentration at which the ferromagnetic 

state vanishes; is not sufficiently described by the simple 

ePA. So, the theoretical elucidation in this concentration 

of Fe-Ni alloy at OK is not easy in the existing circumstances. 

On the other hand, 'tV'e have shmVD that the first tenn of eq. (ILl.13) 
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describes the magnetovolume effect qualitatively. 

According to this expression, for example, the behavior of the lattice 

paraJreter of Fe-Ni can be understood by considering only by the marmi tude of 

the local magnetic moments even in the critical concentration. 

From this point of' view, Shiga et al. (18) have discussed the 

invar alloy. 

In connection with this, it is claimed f'rom the 

experimental vie"l'lpoint that the theoretically calculated 

magnetovolume term [(D/t)d 14-1~dI)UI/3B is overestimated 

by the factor 5"'10 times (50). Vole point out that the claim 

is based on the inappropriate analysis. 

In the usual phenomenologicall theory, the spontaneous 

magnetostriction is assumed to be proportional to the square 

of the magnetization. HOI'lever, according to the approximate 

expression (II.l.19), it is proportional to the linear 

combination of the squares of' the local moment. On the other 

hand, the local magnetic moment remains above the Curie 

temperature according to the recent studies of' the magnetism 

of Fe(22),(23). Therefore, the spontaneous magnetovolume 

striction is approximately 

J"fl. 
Ws --.JL 

(II.4.l) 

where B is the bulk modulus, mI is the local moment at OK 

and mIO is the local moment above the Curie temperature. 
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Let us consider Fe
3
Pt alloys as an example. 1'le neglect 

the local moment at Pt site and assume mFeO/mFe=O.9. 

Using the observed value Ws =0.018, mFe=2.7 tB, we can 

evaluate I[(D/t)d/4-1/fd]U}Fe/3B ~ 0.017 from eq.(II.4.l). 

On the other hand, \'le obtain {fCD/t)d/4-10d]u1Fe/3B = 0:022 

with use of the observed values B(Fe
3
Pt)=0.00682 Rya.u., 

J1=93.4 a.u. since 1[(D/t)d/4-10d]u}Fe is 0.0421 Ry if we 

use the parameters in Table 1. This value is roughly equal 

to the experimentally deduced value 0.017. 

In the case of finite temperatures ,if "le use the 

t1'lo-field functional integral method(51) and apply the static 

approximation, eq.(II.l.2) is replaced by 

f 
E (E Dt<o() < fdCO few) fo(J! (cv) \ 
c( 0- f z J..R.. fr !7- /f "l 

3 P,e V 

t f~).R f dw f{W) <:;t .. (w - 6.tJ20- +/ ) f «.R" (ru) f1 ' 
\vhere f(41) is the Fermi distribution function, Jl is the 

chemical potential and <"->r1 expesses the classical thermal 

average about 'f and 7. As kn01'Jn from this expression, the 

change of the bonding energy caused by the thennal excitation which 

changes the arrplitude of the local magnetic moment, is 

important for invar alloy. Essential properties of magneto-

volume effects in the finite temperature will be elucidated 

in the following Part Ill. 
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Part III 

A Theory of the fJIagnetovolume Effect 

at Finite Temperatures 
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Outline of Part III 

The method of the calculation for the pressure in alloys 

proDosed in Part I is extended to finite temperatures in 

order to elucidate the magnetovolume effect in the 3d metals 

and alloys such as invar alloys. Liberman-Pettifor's 

expression at finite terrperatures is derived from the 

virial theorem from the most general point of view. In §2, 

the expressions for the spontaneous volume magnetostriction, 

the forced volume magnetostriction, the magnetic contribution 

to the thermal expansion and the bulk modulus are obtained 

with use of the static approximation in the functional 

integral method. It is shm·m that the empirical formula 

,,,ith respect to the magneto-volUl'lE effect can be obtained also 

in the finite temperature case if the fluctuation term around 

saddle points are neglected. It is concluded that the 

anomalous magnetovolume effect in the 3d alloys is mainly 

caused by the change of the magnitude of the local magnetic 

moment and the s-d charge transfer effect. Furthermore, it 

is shol'm that the vleiss model in the invar problem can be 

derived from our point of view. At the end of §2, the result 

of the preliminary calculation for «Fe is given and discussed 

in comparison with the result based on the Stoner model. 
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§l. The Virial Theorem at Finite Temperatures 

In this section, we derive Liberman-Pettifor' s 

expression at finite temperatures from a general point of 

viev! • 

The virial theorem for a total system is given by 

3PV z<T-rt> + <Z 1'''l'1!.> 

T 2 < Te > + < Z fee"/ 

t 
-4C 

< Z f;]1 e > + ~ < If/ . fl/ ?, 
r< 

(111.1.1) 

where (~> expresses the thermal average for the total system. 

Tn (Te) is the kinetic energy of the nuclear system (the 

electron syste~). Tnn is the coulomb interaction between 

the nuclei. ~ is the coulomb interaction in the electron Tee 

system. ~ is the coulomb interaction between the nuclear Tne 

system and the electron system. ~ex is an external force 

",hich acts on the I'-th particle (a nucleus or an electron) 

and is defined by ~X=-()Hl/0'l where HI is an external 

perturbation. \'le neglect the electron-phonon interaction so 

that the system can be separated into a phonon system and an 

electron system. Let Xoc(k) denote the iX-th component of the 

nuclear coordinate at the site k. If ",e expand the coordinates 

f xJk)l in terms of {uc,«k)}, the displacerrents from the average values 

f< X'i k »l , we find that the thermodynamical potential 3P V 
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can be divided into hlO parts, a phonon part 3Pph V and 

an electron part 3P V: e 

3PV - 3 Pr~ l! ;- 3 Pe V (111.1.2) , 

3 pr",V - Z (T'1l->rk -t _I 13 .z . 
Z c(ff. d'lt' 

d 2 < Z Te {- v>e . < 11. D((~) lie(' (I( '; >. 
() uo«f{) d Uc(,(k')· rh 

(111.1.3) 

, 
(111.1.4) 

where U is the coulomb energy of the total system defined 

by t:. f ee+z.1en+Zf.nn . .(uO>e is the coulomb energy of the total 

system such that the coordinates of nuclei are replaced by 

their average values. The last term of r.h.s. of eq.eIII.l.l) 

is neglected considering only the spacially uniform external 

magnetic field. After this, we do not enter into the detE'ils of 

the phonon part .pressure. 

We consider the electronic system whose Hamiltonian is 

, eIII.1. 5) 

t 
where fer) and '(er) are respectively the creation and the 

annihilation field operators. per) is the nuclear charge 

densi ty. fu is the uniform magnetic field. aris the Pauli 
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spin matrix. Now, we show that an expression similar to 

eq.(I.2.1) holds generally. However, in the expression, one 

electron wave function should be replaced by the field 

operator fer) and the conjugate complex (c.c.) should be 

replaced by the hermite conjugate (h.c.). 

First of all, ";le rewrite the following expression with 

use of Green's theorem. 

< ~ f dS [(v'/'t(lr)) (u-.v) 'fe rr) - ftrr) r7 (Ir. r7 r(tr)) fA. c.] >e . 
(III.1.6) 

Then, the above expression becomes equal to 

2 < Te >e 
T < .i f d Ir [ (V'c[ic tr») or· v ) tor) - {{rr) (tr. TT) TT

Z t (Ir) t h.. c. ] ~ 

(I1I.l.7) 

i'lhere 1.'le used the fact that the kinetic energy is hermite 

( < J tier ct1(,r) V "Z-tClr) > =: ( faIr (V2~t(tr)) tor) > . ). 
If we note a commutation relation, 

Cl.2 tel (Ir) ;;:: - [ '1'0( (Ir) ) H] -t- Zlrot C Ir) 

1J.J':t err) = - f p(lr'}d1r' r«Ctr) + f tT
(rr1 'f(lr/} ,1Ir'fc (Ir) 

I tr-Ir/ I J Ir- tr'l . 0( 

, 

and tr(e-f(H-fN)[H'f~])=O, the integrand of the second term 

of eq. (111.1.7) can be written as follm·ls. 
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Therefore, with use of eq.(III.l.7), eq.(III.l.6) becomes 

< ~ r d$ [( Vt/-'-t(lr)) (/r. V for)) - 'ft(tr) V (Ir. Vf crr)) t /z,. c.] >
e 

- < r ,/lr '1f (rr) r (lr) ( /r • v') f (-.f Ctr 5) d ,r/ > 
Jlr - Ir/ / e 

+ < f cllr r T(lr} {J.J (( lr· JT ) I/z.) t (lr) > 
e 

(III ~ 1. 8) 

Elininating 2<Te> fram eqs. (III .1.8) and (III .1.4), the 

following expression is obtained. 

3 pe V 

= ( ~ [d.$ [ (r f'h;) ( Ir, J1 ,/,(0) - 'ftor; J1 ( IF' J1 'f ur)) t ft. c] >e 

(III.1. 9) 
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The procedure after this is similar to the derivation of 

eq.(A.I.4) from eq.(A.I.I) in Appendix I. That is, in order 

to transform the surface integral term of eq.(III.I.9) 

to the surface integral form at each cell, vTe must add the 

follol'Ting relation to eq.(III.I.9) and subtract that. 

< ~ [. [ (V'f1(,rJ) (Iri . v) tor) - rtorJ V ( 1Yj' • vt Clr)) f h,. c..] diG > 
J e 

::: -< [. dlr r dlr l
[ f+(tr) t~/r') for/) tor) - ftor) 'f(II-) f (Ir

l
)] (1Yj' ,t7 Ilr~'rll» 

J J e 

- z./ fd Ir J dlrl (c{/(rr) r Cfr) «'/{Ir:) 'forI) - f (lrl
)) ( 1~"17 _' I I ) > 

L.. • fIr Ir e , 
J L 

where ;; e{rr expresses the integration over the cell at the 

j-th site and we have used the relation vrc<=-['Io<,HJ+~(Jr). 

As the result, we obtain Liberman-Pettifor's expression in 

the most general form. 

3 P-e V 

:: Z.J... < J. dJ£ [( V v/or)) ((Ir-Ir)· vf(Ir)) - rtc,r:; y{(tr-I'j'),vcforJ) 
i Z J J 

-t- 11,. c J> 

x (-V) _....:....'-
[ Ir- tr/I 
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where the index e in the aVerage is omitted and o c.r1(lr} t{lr)} = ff(lr)i(rr) 
t 

-<f(~)t(~». The first term is the surface integral term 

at each cell. The second term is the interatomic electro-

static energy term. The third term is the inter-atomic 

coulomb energy term due to the charge fluctuation. 

The second and third terms in eq.(III.l.lO) ,viII not 

be important for alloys that satisfy the charge neutrality 

condition. So, we consider only the first term of the r.h.s. 

of eq.(III.l.lO) and define (3P V) 11 by this term. The e ce 
field operator can be expanded by the orthogonalized atomic 

orbit als f 'f~o-J as follows: 

'vhere~' specifies both site and orbital. Substituting this 

expression into (3P e V) cell and defining ~~ by (D;~+D~)/z , \\re obtain 

-i t 
(3 Pe V) __ 110 = . ~ Z D~)J < aJ«(r aJ.la-> /2 

~ J~/~ / / • 
(IlL 1. 11) 

vIi th use of the same procedure as in Part I, we obtain the 

following expression. 

:3 Ps V + '3 PcI V , 

3 P.e V 

(IILl.13 ) 

This expression corresponds to eq.(I.l.9) in Part I or 

eq.(II.2.2) in Part II. In eq.(II.2.2), we have assumed the 
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spin dependence of (ZD/2)li. But it is not important and 

therefore i'le neglected it in eq. (IILl.I3). After all , the 

quantities which must be calculated are the electron number 

and the bond energy. 
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§ 2. :Ilagnetovoltune effect in the Static Approximation 

Ne estimate an expression of the pressure (II1.l.13) 

wi th use of the functional integral method which enable us to ha.ve a 

definite physi6al picture intuitively. 

The model Hamiltonian is as follows: 

H Ha t Hs 
sd 

-t Z 'IT, /fIt:! i /llsi , 

H.l = o t~ t f; e.,R .. c( -7l.t '" 0( + ~ l "J a ..e t cC 4.e i et 
« 

I ..R 2. ..£ 2-+ I;- (7j: J, 71..£ I.' - VI.- S.£ i ~ ) 
~ , (III.2.1) 

o where eli~ is the center of gravity of the 1 orbital and 
1 c<. spin state. t ij is th9 transfer integral of the orbital 1 

betv.,reen the i-th site and the j-th site. U~d means the 

intraatomic coulomb energy between sand d electrons at the 

site i. Ji (Ui) is the intra-atomic coulomb energy (exchange 

energy) of the orbital 1 at the site i. Sliz is the z 

component of the spin operator and defined by Sliz= (nli t -nliJ. ) 

/2. He apply the two-field method(53) for each of sand d, 

't'lhich is consistent with the Hartree-Fock (H. F.) approximation 

in the ground state. 

The partition function in the static approximation is 

, 
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(111.2.3) , 

where fli and 11i are "fields of the 1 orbital at the site i. 

We averaged Zstat over all directions of the quantized axis 

at each site by the method proposed by Hubbard(53). F~[3~1J 

is one electron state free energy which is described by the 

follovl1ng Hamiltonian of the orbital 1 in random fields {;Ji 1.tir, 

H£>. = f:c [ e;l -j - ( ; J/ "1..ei T v/1'1~/,.)] ~.R.lc( 
.P t + A,fl r-- t,· a~. _/ Cl" . 

itJ 'J 'R" '><Jo{ 
0( 

.R f (7/; ~.R " -t :z fh,) . $...e i (111.2.4) , 

,vhere)l is the chemical potential. vTe introduced a parameter 
. 0 

Al for convenience. Fl " is also expressed by the integrated 

number of states Nl",(UJ) as follows. 

(111.2.5) 

where few) is the Fermi distribution function. NIA(~) can 

be calculated from 

(11I.2.6) 

-1 ''There L is the locator, t is the transfer matrix, ,vhich 
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are defined by 

(L -I ) " ~ i f = [cv - f e.£ i-/- - ( ~ 7T;.R~.R. t" + Ih)' or } J et p d,,), , 

(t ) ,'ot if - t~' d eXf , 

o 
e J!,' (Ill. 2.7) 

where i and j are the site indices, C( and f are the spin indi ces • 

oris Pauli's spin matrix. The total free energy is 

(III.2.8) 

The bond energy in the static approximation can be 

obtained as follows. 

- - [ d FA / 0 >-.12. ] A = I 

= r [y d¥; •. ,J "l.] e- f E ( ~ ~~ )"~I / f ["I[ d~,.d1.] e- pE 

and 

where Gl(w) is one electron Green function of the orbital 1 

which corresponds to the Hamiltonian (III.2.4). Therefore, 
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< ~j t '~' 'lIlt(' aji d > 
Cl. 

= £ [ r ~ UJ f (CV) < (cv - C.l L' +/) f.R.t'(CcJ) ~'1 

1- ( ( 1 T/i..f f.R i + /Iz ) . ~;" ~ J 
~"7 ' 

(III.2.9) 

,vhere < '\..>"f'1 means the classical average for fields l J'li' 71if ' 

f d7§d1 e-tf·v) / rd~d1 e-fE.. mfii is the local magnetic 

moment of the orbital 1 at the site i which is described by 

the Hamiltonian (III.2.4). fli(w) is the local DOS of the 

orbital 1 at the site i. 

After all, eq.(III.l.13) is expressed in the static 

approximation as follows. 

< :1 p/ V >~'7 

3 P/ V Z (Z!!...) /ll; i 
i Z 1! t 

+ (% ) 1! f ( f 4 id f(Q) { C(} - c.e t' -I-JL ) f.(!,' (CQ) 

t ( ~ Vi~' ~.£ ,'+ to,). '171J;i] , 

(III.2.10) 

where 3P~V is the pressure of one electron state described by 

the Hamiltonian (III.2.4). n~i and rrJii are respectively the 

electron number and local magnetic moment of the orbital 1 at 

the site i. 
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The equilibrium volume per atom.Q is determined by the 

condition of 3Pfl[Q,T]=0. Spontaneous volume magnetostriction 

is defined by the volume expansion due to the appearance 

of the magnetization. Then,we define the volume flp in the 

paramagnetic state at any temperature as follows. 

[ J P 12 ( fl. r :1 T ) ] ftVLa = o 

The 'paramagnetic state' means that the classical thermal 

average ("'-/"11 in the physical quantities is replaced by 

< "- >J1 ra. ra = f cl J d '7 e - f* ~ "-) / f cl ~ ""l e - f* E. 

T* = 1-1 (» Tc) is the temperature where there are no short 

range order. Then, the following equation is obtained. 

3 P.12 (12. J T ) - [ 3 P J2 ( n J T ) J fa. ra 

= -([3Pfl(fl)T)JrarQ-[3f.fl(...f2rJT)J,ayq). 

Since the magneto-volume striction is less than a feV', 

percent of the volume, it can be obtained by expanding the 

r.h.s. of the above equation to the first order ofll-flp . 

As the result, 

0 5 (T) - (J).(T) - J2r(T))/..ar(T) 

~ p.fl ( ./2. :1 T ) - [3 p.n en. "T )] ,Cl r-q 

3 B r(.f2 f :I T ) ...fl. f 
(III.2.12) , 
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where Bp is the bulk modulus in the paramagnetic state defined 

by 

(III.2.13) 

B is not anomalous for the temperature variation at all. 
p 

Since B changes only a feN percent at about lOOOK, it can 
p 

be replaced by B (n (O),T=OK) at OK. The spontaneous volume p p 

magnetostriction can be calculated from eq.(III.2.10) and 

eq.(III.2.12) since only the electronic part pressure will 

contribute to 3Pn-[3P~]para. 

The bulk modulus of the electronic part is obtained by 

differentiating eq.(III.2.10) with respect to the volume: 

3 Be = Z. < [- d~ ( 3 P; .fl) J > 
~ ~1 

- f < L1 pi. L1 f 3 p./' J1 > 
T?[ , 

(111.2.14) 

where the second term of the r.h.s. is a classical fluctuation 

term. pl=-oE[~'1/] /JIl, L13P~.Q=3P~J2 -<3P~12~1 and L1p
l

=p
l

_<p
l >T7 . 

In order to re\'lrite [-d(3P~I2 )/dll] to obtain an easily understandable 

expression ,it is convenient to transform the bond energy 

after integrating by parts, into 
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== F./ r~ ~ ] 

(III.2.15) 

The derivative of this term with respect to the volume 

becomes as fo11ol'1S in the same l'lay as the derivation of eq. 

(II.2.15) in Part 1I. 

L!. [(.u. - t .. a) d '7l:£i + (..1- 7T;!- ~ . + 1Iz-) . J m;'" ] 
i. / d.f2 z >,.€, an 

+ [d cv {_ J f (G.; J) cv d N~ ( cQ) 
Qc..) an 

+ fdw few) ~ ~l(-) .f~[[4) -(C.£t -)-1-( ~ rr/~'£i-t/h.)-(]T)lG-:]ol.' 
,c(...J1. re. ~. 

(III.2.16) 

Therefore, the bulk modulus of the electronic part in 

the static approximation is 

3 Be - z [- -!!.. (z.E..) ] < '72.: ." 
- JU dV Z'£l .J<.' /"lJ1 

T z: < [ (E ;' ).e' + (~ ).£ (;« - C.i ,-)] (_ d ~ ~ ,0) >-
.R" t dV ~1 

+ ~ (f ).e f (( ~ v/"f of " + Ii ) -(- d ~ ..: ,) > 
dV ~I 
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T J. (.1L) Z Et (.!!.) < (_ d P.I! ( 0 J) 2 
3 f ..Q -t.R. d V 1J""l 

-t- t (~}.f ~ .. < f dw feW) (w - C.R.i +~) f.Rt·(w) 

+ ( d ~ . .R.;.£ " + lit ) o'77l1li >J"1 

-3PJlf < Llf/· LJP' >-
. "f'1 ' 

(III.2.17) 

. d b I ITf) 2 term is approxlmate y -; Lp f.i.(O). 

Pl(O) is the DOS of the orbital 1 at the Fermi level. 

In the saddle point approximation, the follo't'ling condi-

tions are added. 

I (III.2.18) 

Substituting this condition into eq.(III.2.17) and neglecting 

the fluctuation term, we obtain 

3 8 e == f. [- t/v {z ~ J..u J <' -n £ " > 
+ R. < [( Z ~ ) JU + (% ).€ (Jl - e-E " ) ] (- ~ ~:L) > 
+ z i (V) Z < v . .f (_ d /l7lJJ:)+ 4t.'h .(_ d"77/Ji l ) > 

.£4-"t.Ri I clV qV 

7- -' (.71) 2 Z (E) < (_ d f-e (f!.)) > 
3 f3 ..e t.l! dV 
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V) '1'.£. /f . + z (7 ~, d w f (CV) ( W - C'£ ,. + J.l ) f . ( cc» 
.R. ,. .R. V / .Q , 

) >, 
(111.2.19) 

"There <"'"'> means a classical average for all sets of local 

minimum points, ]I e -p E
5 (.-v) IZe -PEst. This is an extention 

S s' 

ofea.(11.2.15) in Part 11 to the finite temperature. 

We write the expression (111.2.10) in the saddle point 

approximation in addition. 

3 F.£ V 

= .( ;3 f..e° V > 
X; (13J}-J.e«-nl.,.> 

+ (~).e ~ < J dcv feW) (cu - c.£,· + / ) f.R.·(4J) 

T ( ~ TT i.(/l71JJ. i + Ih) ./}7l)j( > 
(111.2.20) 

where ~ve neglected the fluctuation term around the saddle 

points. 

Next, let us derive an approximate expression for the 

volume change on due to the magnetic pressure. For that mag 

purpose, ~lJe need to define the nonmagnetic state at an arbitrary 
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temperature. In the Hartree-Fock approximation, the state is 

determined by a set of the locally minimum points f,;: /11 1 7.£i5 (Usl • 

He define the 'nonmagnetic state' by the state in I-Thich the 

classical average in the physical quantities <"'->~'7 is 

replaced with f d ~ d '1 o{~) e -I t={ ~) / fdJ ""7 tf"{:fJe -f E 

Then, a classical thermal average (A(f1»nonmag of any 

physical quantity A(~ 1) in the nonmagnetic state becomes 

A(<D 1 0
) w'here "l is the minimum point in the sense of the 

saddle point approximation. VIe take the difference betl'Teen 

the nonmagnetic st ate f «) '7~i 1 and the magnetic state f~is ,"11is J . 
vIi th use of oE =-N J"J.f and after neglect of the fluctuation s s / 

of the total number N, we obtain 

d 3fe V = Z <' tf :> f .. t V > .Jl- • 

3P~V c an be easily obtained ''lith use of eq. (IIL 2.15) . 

The result is 

d 3 f;' V - f [ (Z ~ ) ~ ( T (-? ) ~ (# - c: 1 i)] d ~; " 

+ (% )~ f [ 4 vi" ;; ( rm1/) + Ih.· J' /}7l};t'] 

+ ~ (.If).£ rp):Z /f p.£ ( 0 ) (III.2.21) 

Therefore, we obtain an approximate expression for the 

magnetic pressure 3PV : mag 
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[3PV] == 3Pe V - [3~V] m'la.; I E '11.0 'It mta:J 

~ E [ { E ~ ).ei t (f)2 (I' - C)!i)] 

rE. (17) [z L 7T/-( mlJ O,z) -f- Z IlL . < /)11J () • >] 
.J. 1/.£ ~ ~ )!, i ..££ 

(111.2.22) 

The volume change due to the magnetic pressure oflmag 

is obtained from the following expression. 

d S2;m "-3 I'\.. [3 f .a J77ttlg 

..J1 3 Bc f2.() , (111.2.23) 

where BO is the bulk modulus in the nonmagnetic state 

defined by 

(111.2.24) 

no is the volume in the nonmagnetic state. 

Equation (111.2.22) is also correct in the 'paramagnetic 

state'. Therefore, vTe can obtain an approximate spontaneous 

magnetostriction as follows. 
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w~ CT) -- (3 Bo V)-/ 

x[ t {( z ~ )..ei + (f).,e (/- t.,e,-) J cf<~;'l> 

++(7)Z~ (~).e d(~CO» 

T ~ f. (~).R. TT/ d <{ ~//> +£ ('i)-e J1z,. J'"<~;i > ] 
(III.2.25) 

where S' means the difference between the real state and the 

paramagnetic state. 

Equation (III.2.22) is an extention of eq.(II .2.13) 

in Part II to the finite temperature. If we substitute eq. 

(II1.2.22) to eq.(II1.2.23) and IV'e neglect the s-d charge 

transfer effect and the change of the Fermi distribution 

function, we can obtain the empirical expression(19) at h=O: 

.J2 o 
(III.2.26) 

This expression ShovlS that the change of the amplitude of the 

local magnetic moment is important for the magnetovolume 

effects. 

The forced volume magnetostrlction is obtained from the 

derivative of 3pn(fl(T h),T,h)=O with respect to the magnetic 

field h. 

= 

rJ(3f.Il) 
Jtz, -

3 /3H (.n. T h).f2 
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T:le assume that the field h is applied in the direction 

of z axis. BH(J1 T) is the bulk modulus vlhen the magnetic 

field h is fixed and it is defined by 

(III.2.28) 

o (3P12) /C)h can be obtained easily in the same way as the case 

of the bulk modulus: 

(3 [ 3 Pll V ( 12 ) T ~ h-)] / et h' 

= 11 (f ( D) ( D) ( . - e .) f J /}1; " '\.. 
i EZ.R.i+ T..e I' ~, )/z, ~"l 

t (~)~ ~< ( ~ 7T;.~. ~.et' -I- Ih) ~7li > 
, ~i 

+ B < ( f1/z -t ;</ .. /' Vi.. - (111:z + /11; lL! » 
( ?JA 'It. 

x {g f.J!t> V - .( 3 p~" V > ) > 
. ~I ., 

(III.2.29) 

o vlhere r.1lz is the magnetization of one electron state for eq. 

(I1I.2.4) in the direction of the z axis. 

Hith use of the saddle point approximation and the negle-

ct of the fluctuation term, 't'le obtain 
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;)cu -d~ 
- (3 BH V)-'f[ If < f (Z ~)~c"T(~)~(~-c~t&")f ~:~i) 

+ (R) _, (.IL) z.( J fJ!.CO) 
1: ..e g t 'Jh 

t (f) n z" < ~TT/- J(mj,Z) + k· J mt~Rt"7 >] 
.-t. oh )12. • 

(111.2.30) 

The difference beti-leen 3Bp..Qp and 3BHll is about several 

percent although BH(~,T,h) contains the anomalous magnetiq 

term. If ",e neglect these difference and neglect the 

dependence of the magnetic field in [3P.n1 , we obtain (JlV/a h :::::; :Jpara 

In the case that the s-d charge transfer and the change 

of the Fermi distribution function can be neglected, the 

forced magnetostriction at h=O is 

(111.2.31) 

This formula represents an important property of the forced 

magnetostriction. That is, the forced magnetostriction at 

OK is not determined by the spontaneous magnetization and the 

susceptibility for the spontaneous magnetization, but by 

the linear combination of the products of the amplitude 

of the local moment and susceptibility for that amplitude. 
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Therefore, ~le can deduce that the anomalously large forced 

magneto-volume striction, for example, in the Fe-Ni invar(15) 

alloy at low temperature is caused by the anomalous increase 

of the amplitude of the local magnetic moment due to magnetic 

field if s-d charge transfer effect is not important. 

The importance of the amplitude of the local magnetic 

moment also appears in the thermal expansion coefficient~. 

The electronic contribution of the thermal expansion is 

given as follOl'TS in the H.F. approximation in which the 

thermal fluctuation term 13 2<.1 (E-TaE/a T) -L1Z3p O
l
Jl 2 is 

I .£ ~1 

neglected: 

3 Bff(.fl.T)Sl 

" 
(3B H V r' [E < [(Z~).e{r(f).e Cj<-c.,t.)] ~~(/ 

-t- t (If).R < ~ TT; -!r(/frlJJ/J T It dd~;"~ :> 

(111.2.32) 

If we neglect the s-d charge transfer effect and the 

change of the Fermi distribution function due to the 

temperature, ive can obtain the empirical expression (18) ,(19) 

at h=O again: 
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tXe = (111.2.33) 

In the actual calculation , vIe are forced to treat the 

system as a cluster like system. For example, when vIe calcu

late the partial pressure at the i-th site, <3P~ift>, we 

consider a finite cluster whosecenter is in the site i and 

substitute the outside with a kind of medium. o 
Then, < 3P li12 > 

is approximated by the thermal average for all saddle points 

of the cluster. That is, 

3 f'.e V . , , 

where E~ is the ~nergy of the cluster system at a saddle 

point for one electron Hamiltonian, the type of eq.(III.2.4). 

Equation (111.2.34) can be also derived directly from the free 

energy in the single site CPA (22) as shmm in Appendix Ill. 

l-Ihen the s-d charge trans fer effect is not important, 

vIe can deduce a quali tati ve beha vior for a temperature 

variation of the spontaneous volume magnetostriction from 

eq.(III.2.25) and eq.(I1I.2.34). Equation (111.2.25) shows 

that the spontaneous volume magnetostriction is qualitatively 

proportional to the linear combination of squares of the local 

magnetic moment. According to eq.(1I1.2.34), the exponential 
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variation with temperature is expected at high temperature. 

There fore , can expect hIO types of 

variations for the temperature above Tc even in the 

single site ePA. One is the case that there is one state 

of local magnetic moment above Tc. In this case, \'le can 

deduce the temperature variation of the spontaneous volume 

magnetostriction and7type thermal expansion coefficient 

with the change of the magnitude of local magnetic moment as 

shown in Fig. 111 .1. 9 schematically. Such a behavior is found 

in «Fe (54) ,( 55). T..'le other is the case that there are many 

states of the local magnetic moment whose magnitudes are 

different each other. In this case, it is expected that 

squares of the local magnetic moment above Tc or the spon-

taneous magnetostriction decreases exponentially above Tc. 

This correspo~ds to the so-called Weiss model(25) in the 

invar problem. The Weiss model was proposed to explain the 

invar effects of Pe-Ni alloy for the first time. 

Let us examine by means of a simple model whether the 

spontaneous volume magnetostriction at OK in Fe66Ni34 which ammmt 

to 2% can be obtained by the Heiss model or not. 1--le assume 

that the intraatomic coulomb integral U. and the coefficient . 1 

of the s-d charge transfer term do not depend on the type of 

the atom. then, we obtain the following expression from 

eq. (111.2.25). 
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sd 
4.» (a) , 

cv ::(t») ""-" (? 0 /1 [c W (:z. :z ) 
.7 Fe L -mJ Fe H - /f1'lJ Fe L 

, 

(111.2.35) 

where ''le neglected the temperature change of the magnitude 

of the local moment in high spin state. ~1L is the rate of 

the 101'1 spin state of Fe to the high spin state at the 

sufficiently high temperature above Tc, cFeL/cFeH' The 

coefficient in the above expression is estimated from the 

parameters listed in Table 1. 

In Fig.III.2, ''le show the CV~\O) as a function of HL 

and l~eLI assuming l~eH/=2.5fB, Ir~\JiI=o.8f'B(56),(57) 
and IrqU/T»Tc=O.8fB (or O.OjlB), and w:d(O) as a function 

of aN. From this figure, it is seen that w (0) is roughly s s 

equal to the observed value at llID:FeL I IV 0.5, VlL"""O. 5 and so 

Heiss model is a reasonable model. 

Of cource, the tail of W (T) above Tc can be also explained s 

by the SRO effect. However, even in that case, the 

excitation which changes amplitudes of the local magnetic 

moment ''1ill be important, w'hich is consistent I'li th the 

rapid decrease of magnetization. It is not difficult that 
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we examine whether ti'w states exist above Tc or not 'vi thin 

the ePA. These studies are in progress together with the 

calculation of a temperature dependence of W (T) in ~Fe. 
s 

In the above mentioned discussion, we applied the so-

called local saddle point approximation. Such an approxi-

mat ion can be considered to describe the magnetovolume 

effects in some transition metal alloys containing Fe 

and En at high temperature. If we do not apply the saddle 

point approximation to the pressure, the physical picture 

that the magnetovolume effect is characterized by the ampl-

itude of the local moment is not correct any longer. 

The effect of the fluctuation may be important for the 

invar alloys. Indeed, if 'TtIe perform the static approximation 

and the ePA calculation fully, we can expect the volume 

change due to the electronic contribution in the paramagnetic 

state because of the temperature change of the amplitude of 

the local moment even if there are not two minimum points 

for the amplitude of the field ~. 

The preliminary results of the model calculation for 

D<'Fe are sho'TtJn in Fig.III.4 and Fig.III.5. The shape of the S 

DOS is modified to the r\~-shape DOS since the semi-ellipsoid

al DOS tends to overestimate the s-d charge transfer effect 

as suggested in Part 11. w is assumed to be equal to 0.70 Ry. s 

The ratio of intraatomic coulomb parameter J to the 

exchange parameter U is assumed that J/U=2.0. The calculated 

spontaneous magnetostriction at OK is 0.0073 and is the same 

order as the experimentally deduced value. The change of 
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the Fermi distribution function is not considered at the 

present stage althoueh it is easy to take account of it. 

This effect will reduce Tc about by lOOK. 

The changes of the calculeted lUs(T) and OCM(T) = d~/~T 

are surely similar to the behavior shm'ln in Fig. 11. 2 (a) • 

The maximum of tV (T) at 600K is caused by the breakdo'llm s 

of the charge neutrality at lOv-J temperature and by the charge 

transfer from d orbital to s orbital with temperature since 

the selfconsistent condition as well as the eq.(II.2.l) in 

Part II is applied in the present calculation and assumed 

that us=usd=o. This maximum can be removed by the large 

value of J/U and by considering the finite US and USd . 

IXn(TNTC) is the same order as the observed value(54),(55). 

The temperature variation of ~1(T) is similar to the 

result calculated by Shimizu on the basis of the phenomeno
(20) 

logical Stoner theory. However, the mechanism is quite 

different from that due to the Stoner theory. In the Stoner 

theory, the spontaneous magnetostriction is caused by the 

change of the spontaneous magnetization and the Fermi distri-

bution function. In our calculation, it is caused by the 

s-d charge transfer due to the reversal of the local magnetic 

moments and by the decrease of the amplitude of the local 

magnetic moment. Indeed. the approximate expression (111.2.25) 

reproduces (Vs(T) qualitatively as shm'ln in Fig.III.5 and 

it shows that such a picture is appropriate. 

The most fatal point that the Stoner theory is inappro-
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priate will be that the spontaneous volume magnetostriction 

of ~Fe at OK based on the first principle Stoner-LSD calcu

lation performed by Janak and Hilliams(lO)is more than 

about ten times the value deduced from the observation. 

On the other hand, such a contradiction is not oresent in 

our scheme. 

The results of the more detailed calculation for ~Fe 

and of the consideration for the possibility of the 

existense of the two states in Fe-Ni alloy will be published 

in future. 
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In this appendix, 'tve discuss hlO points. One is the 

derivation of the Liberman's expression (1.2.1) for any 

substitutional alloys. Another is the relation between the 

pressure based on the direct Fe~'s theorem and the 

pressure based on the virial theorem. 

Liberman's expression(26) in the original form is as 

follmV's. 

3 P V = fC ~ f [ (v f.* ) ( I( : y) ft,' - 'f l- V ( Ir· f7 ) r .. + c. c] d$ 

t f ~ Z (rr ) () C ]Cc Ir· d$ 
()/ft 

+ ~ rr 0( • Z d lE ( Ir 0{ ) (A.I.l) , 

where the third term of the r.h.s., which we call the 

nuclear-part pressure, is the pressure term acting on the 

nuclei. Z~ and m(~«) are respectively the atomic number 

of the o<-th atom and the classical electric field at Ir« • 

Liberman has neglected this nuclear-part pressure \'Tith the 

misunderstanding that the term vanishes because of the 

inversion syw~etry around the nuclear position for the simple 

(t) This appendix I is based on the cooperative study with 

Dr. I·~. Kaburagi. 
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crystals. But the crystal is finite, that is, there is the 

boundary, where the inversion symmetry is not satisfied. 

Therefore, in this region, the electr:.c field )E(Jrc() has a 

finite value and the nuclear part pressure caused by this 

surface effect has a finite contribution to the bulk pressure. 

On the other hand, it should be remarked that the first 

and the second term of the r.h.s. in eq. (A.I.l), which 1ve 

call as the electronic part, are not invariant under the 

translational coordinate-transformation. "This fact can 

be understood if we return to the original expression 

before the transformation to the form of the surface integral. 

It is given by 

Z < T) + f m err) (3;x; c d Ir - f "it or) (Ir· v ) VC (rr) d lr, 

(A.I.2) 

1'lhere v (Jr) is the coulomb potential at II', < T) is the total 
c " 

kinetic energy. Noninvarient term is the last one. 

In order to derive eq. (I.1.3), vle must divide the 

crystal to many cells and shift the coordinates so that the 

center of each cell is the origin of the coordinate. As the 

result, the excessive term occurs in eq.(A.I.2): 

(A.I. 3) 

After that, we transform the electronic part of the pressure 

at each cell to the surface integral, which gives the first 

term of the r.h.s.:tn eq.(I.l.l). Equation (A.I.3) is a pressure 

caused by the electrostatic field acting on the electrons. 

Adding the third term of the r.h.s. in eq.(A.I.l) to eq.(A.I.3), and using 
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the principle of actio-reactio, we get the second term of 

the r.h.s. of eq.(I.l.l). After all, 

3PV if [~ fCi { V'f/{(cr-Jr«). V)'/L' - t/V{(lr-Trot)·vJfi. +C.c Id;G 

t f /Tl. 2 a6:cc (tr-srot) d;& ] 
c( arrt 

t Z Z/ ~,rc(-Irr)' (t/Jr{l'l(lr)-f(lr))(-FT) ( /fl(lr/)-pc1t'?dlr/ 
0( (3)0( Jp Itr-Jr/! • 

(A.r.4) 

Next, we elucidate the interrelation between the pressure 

based on the direct FeyY"Ji'.an's theorem and the pressure 

based on the virial theorem. 

If we regard a solid as a giant molecule and if ''le 

express the pressure using the direct Feynman's theorem, it 

is determined only by the electric field applied to nuclei. 

On the other hand, according to Liberman's expression, the 

pressure is expressed by the wave function on the cell 

surface and its gradient. Therefore, it is very interesting 

h01'l these quite different expressions relate mutually. 

For simplicity, vIe consider the finite system of a 

cubic pure crystal vlhose length is L. He divide it to tvlO 

parts, a surface system and a bulk system (See Fig.A.I). 

Then, we apply the virial theorem to the total system, the 

surface system and the bulk system, respectively. 

Let us consider the case of the application of the 

virial theorem to the total system. Then, the electronic 
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part pressure Pe defined by the surface integral, the first 

and second terms of r.h.s. in eq.(A.I.l), vanishes because 

the electron wave function is zero at infinity. Therefore, 

the nuclear part of the pressure, P defined by the third term 
n 

of r.h.s. of eq.(A.I.l)J becomes the total pressure P; 

3 P V 3 F'11- V 

::: Z ~ rr 0( • [ (£ ~ of (Ir o() + ~' { lE e fJ (lr o{) ..,. lE"" p ( rr et )) ] 

(A.I.5) 

't'There We{ is the position of the nucleus at the site O{, lEe,s(Jrc() 

is the electric field , ..... hich electrons in the H. S. cell at 

the site f apply into the nucleus at the site ~. 

pd 
n· 

Here, we divide the pressure P into two parts, pf and 
n n 

3 p! V _ Z ~ Ir~ [ lE.!o((lr~d -t- f/ (LE: p (Iro{J+ £E';;f(lr«))], (A.I.6) 

:3 P ~ V = Z ~ Ir~ [ "lE eo( (1'-",) + r ( "iE.re .. ",) + d tE-ntoro/J)] , 
(A.I.7) 

where pf is the pressure when we replace the charge density 
n 

accompanying all atoms I'd th the bulk one. )E~f (Jrc() is 

the electric field 't':hich the electron charge density in the 

cell at the site p replaced I'Tith the bulk charge density 

causes to the point Jro{ • The index b means that the electric 

field is caused by the bulk charge density. fE~f (Ire() is 

the electric field at Jro( \'lhich the nucleus at the p-th site 

causes in the same way. ;r JEep (lr'o() is the difference JEep (]re{ )-
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pd is the pressure caused by the difference 
n 

between the real charge density and the bulk charge density. 

The force due to the surface dipole moment on the surface is 

contained in t"he pressure p~ Field JE~ c((Jro{) vanishes 

because of the inversion symmetry of the charge density. 

IEb (lI'ci )+JEb s(Jrc/) (t>( =\=5) is not a long range force. For example, er n f r-

in the case of the cubic sy~metry, it decreases with the 
6 . 

order of Ilro(-nr'-. Therefore, the f sum in eq.(A.I.6) can 

be limited in the 

range of the 

re gion of the pro( -Jrp I <A where ;1 is an 

electric field LE~f (Iro( )-HE~f(Ir'e()· 
Then, in eq.(A.I.6), the contribution from the ~ sum in the 

bulk region of the inside of the surface vanishes because of 

the inversion sym~etry at the point ~~. Therefore, 

= (A.I.S) 

17 
v[here Z means the sum about sites in the surface system of 

cl 

a thickness of A. 

follovlS. 

r! = 

This pressure pr can be also written as 
n 

(A.I.9) 

Ivhere f is the number of atoms per unit surface area, the s 

small ·index z expresses the component of the normal direction 

to the surface of the cube and ~j is the position of an atom 

in the j-th surface layer. 

In eq.(A.I.7), the « sum over the bulk region can be 

removed because the electric field caused by the deviation 
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fron the bulk charge density can be expressed by the 

gradient of the electrostatic potential gf(r) and in the 

bulk region, it is a constant surface dipole potential 41LD. 

The other ~-sum can be expressed by the sum for the surface 

layers as well as eq.(A.I.9): 

(A.I.IO) 

1'1here J'JE (lr'j) is l;8 JE (rr. ) . 
e f ep J 

Adding eq.(A.I.9) to eq.(A.I.IO), we obtain the following 

expression, 

(A.I.ll) 

Above expression merely means that the pressure is given by 

the force per unit surface area acting on the atoms near the 

surface. 

If we apply the virial theorem to the bulk region, the 

following expression for "the pressure of the bulk region is 

obtained. 

b 
Fe + (A.I.12) 

1'1here the electronic part pressure of the bulk system, P~ is 

the first and second term of r.h.s. of eq.(A.I.l) expressed 

by the surface integral at the boundary with the surface 

region. P~ is the nuclear part pressure expressed by the 

third term of r.h.s. of eq.(A.I.l). 

It can be shm·m that P~ is equal to the P~ given by 
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eq.(A.I.6). Indeed, 

B 8/ bP) 
3P,/Vb = Z ~ [("et'~ ([£etorct)-I- fE-nf(!r"(,t) , (A.I.13) 

B . 
where Z expresses the summation over the bulk region. Here, 

of. 
[5 

if ''le divide the summation ~ to the bulk region BB inside the 

surface by 2A and the remaining bulk region BS as shown in 

Fig.A.I, 't'le can obtain the following expression in the same way 

that we derived eq.(A.I.8) from eq.(A.I.6). 

sS' B, b b) 
3 p h V,. - ? Z It'" .: (lE e {} (rr J) + lE ~/J (Ir.J) • 

I ". po - k 0( c< ~ (.... '",''' (A.I.14) 

Although the volume of the system considered in eq.(A.I.14) 

is (L-2A)3, the pressure p~ in eq.(A.I.14) is equal to p~ 

in eq. (A.I.6) in substance because L »;1. 

Last, let us apply the virial theorem to the surface 

system with a thickness of A. Then, the following expression 

is obtained: 

- 7r/V -t 3r;V , (A.I.15) 

\'rhere ps is the pressure applied to the surface system. 

The first term of the r.h.s. is the contribution due 

to the electronic pressure. In the case of the surface 

system, there are two different boundaries, a boundary 

with the bulk system and a boundary at infinity. The 

electronic contribution at the latter boundary vanishes as 
. b 

in eq. (A. I. 5). The contribution at the former boundary is -3 Pe V. 
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The pressure 3P~V is the nuclear part contribution 

from the surface region and can be shown to be equal to 3pdV n 

in the following way. Remark that the ex sum over the bulk 

region in eq.(A.I.7) can be removed. Then, the difference 

The first term vanishes clearly. The second term is, 

neglecting the effect of the edge in the surface, 
,$' b b 

3 V f Z E .E ( lE E' 6 (Ird,) + lE mf ( ,rd' ) )"::7 ,. 
~ i f ( , 

't'rhich vanishes. 

After all, equation (A.I.lS) becomes 

f 
Vs 

> V 
P pA>d = - Pe + ... 

The l.h.s. is zero because Vs«V. Therefore, 

Df _ ob 
l.-n - l.-n 

J 
P"11 = f. b 

e • 

According to eqs.(A.I.5), (A.I.12) and (A.I.16), 

P--n 

(A.I.16) 

(A.I.17) 

If 't'!e neglect the interatomic coulomb term in eq.(A.I.4) 

and remark eq.(A.I.ll), equation (A.I.17) can be written 

explicitly as the follovring form. 
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(A.L18) 

That is, the pressure based on the direct Feynman's theorem 

surely agrees with the pressure based on the virial theorem 

as shmm in eq.(A.I.l7) and it relates with the electric 

field in the surface layers. The r.h.s. of eq.(A.I.lS) was 

used by Finnis and Heine(5S) in order to discuss the surface 

contraction of Al. 
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Appendix II 

The real pressure of the I type atom at the site 0( 

'will be defined by 

(3 P:f<.12) ~:: 'f~ f {fir / ((1r- rr"t). V €fi ) - I{,:r v"[ (lr -rr~) . V r, ) 

+ . c • c. t ; e;;cc· (Ir - Ir",) J d $ 

I ( Is /ll crr/) - /'Ctr:J + Z (Irp{_ rt'f) L J.lf'{ '7ZCtr) - fOYJ)(- Y) - d rr/ 
p 0( f /Ir- If'''' I 

(-y f':~ ti (Dc(. 6-) d G -t ~ / !-«. $.t 
ZTr /'" f3 /1(0(1'1· (A.II.l) 

The partial pressure (3pn)~ is defined by eq.(I.l.14). The 

relation betl'leen (3F*Jl)", and (3Pll)0( can be derived in the 

same way as eq.(I.l.9): 

0( o.f 
I DBB ( ~ I ~,,( ) 

+ L -;:-' /)'l f - r:. ~ / t71. "'. 

f f (A.II.2) 

:l< 
Therefore (3P!l)o( does not agree 't'dth (3Pfl)oI except for the 

pure Metal. Summing up over the site ()( in eq. (A.II.2), 

'Ne can obtain the total pressure again: 

(A.II.3) 

Of course, ''ihen the system is the completely disordered 

alloy, eq.(A.II.2) agrees with eq.(I.l.15). Equation (A.II.3) 

means that the total pressure 3P~ of an alloy can be inter-

preted as the average of the partial pressure of each atom 

't'lhich is regarded as embedded in a unit cell of the alloy. 

For this reason, we can derive the classical formula for the 

lattice parameter of alloy, (I.2.5), similar to Friedel's 

one when we replace the partial pressure of the I type of atom 
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by the pressure of the. pure metal of the same type as shown in 

§2 of Part I. 
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Appendix III 

In this appendix, He verify that eq.(III.2.34) in Part II1 

can be derived directly from the free energy in the CPA. 
,.., 

The free energy per atom, F>., stat/N, can be 'vri tten in the 

CPA(22) as folloHs: 

(A.III.l) 
rJ 

'tvhere EIs is an impurity energy of the I type of atom in the 

state s: 

and 

IF ... 1!. )_ ..... / == Jaw 1 
... -~ () (,-I I) ( /" -I l "" v v /\ <. ).£ 0 l'\.tlO "'- A'£ 

flOCcv / ) is defined by 

-I w/) 

(A.I1I.2) 

er (]'-/ • 

~i is the coherent locator of the I-orbital electron. The 

parameter Al is inserted in order to obtain the bond energy 

soon later. The probability that the I type of atom lies 

in the state s is given by 
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(A.III.4) 

The bond energy of the orbital 1 per atom is 

..e t c; "'-' 
; ( ~~ t'J a..ez'(j"- Q..£Ja- > ::: o;A~ ( F).. $;t-d / ;/ ) >.. =', (A.IIl.5) 

't'There F"statIN is depend on A.l in the form of F::.stat f cL;.L } 

EIs (~.\, 1)., ~~( ,A.) , A] . The deri vati ve of F;. stat through oC.~l 

with respect to Al vanishes because of the stationary property 
"" -1 

of FA stat for cL : 

o (A.IIL6) 

The derivative of ~stat through ~~).., "lA} 't'l'ith respect to 

~l also vanishes because of the condition of saddle points: 

(A.III.7) 

After all, the remained derivative is only the direct 
,..... 

one v!ith respect to ill which explicitely appears in FAstat/N. 

Therefore, 

(A.III.8) 
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The second term of r.h.s. of eq.(A.III.8) cancels with the 
-1 L' -/ J F,.£ 

third term of r.h.s. of eq.(A.III.8) because OfFA1/dAl=-r)..ed'>"~ 

.F~i and the selfconsistent condition of the CPA: 

E C .I > [ L.t -:Z' s - ot..,e- / -I- F.Jl - I ] -, = F ~ 
:r..s 

As the result, 

-1 ImcilFl is rewritten as follows. 

-/ J/PI oC.£ F.£ = .J/M [~.e F.£ ] 

(1L Ill. 9) 

Z cJ: > .J -?>1. ~..e (L,e-;.> -~..R-) -I 
I5 

F (-1 -1) ( ) lvhere....<Jl= oCI-Fl and the condition of the CPA, A.III.9, 

has been employed. Therefore, the bond energy of the orbital 

1 becomes 
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/ --L ~/ t-? /'; T ti. > 
'f./ " j , J Lf..R.. i 0- Jl J 0-

- fs: C..r.s [J dcv feW) (cv - 6..ex> +/ ) fjl:L> (cv) 

- ~ (V:L~ /J7IJ Jx:' + /h,. ~l>;:r » ] . 

(A.III.lD) 

After all, we can obtain eq.(III.2.34): 

"'" 3 f.£ 12 -

t t!t)~ [ f'{cu fCCU) (Co - 6£.IS -t~) f.£ IS (w) 

- { : 7TI.~ /YYf} :exzs + A '/}7lJ;r s) ] . 
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Ta.ble caption 

The parameters used in this calculation. The symbol A 

~hows the element. S, structure assumed in the pure metal. 

f is the f.c.c. and b is the b.c.c .. R, equilibrium cell 

radius in a.u.. \"Jd' d band width in Ry. ws ' a half of the 

s band width in the ellipsoidal model DOS in Ry. ZlL S' the 

effective charge for the potential. rA' atomic core radius 

in a.u .. €~, atomic level(52 ) in Ry. Q, a factor with 

respect to the volume dependence of the cent er of gravity of 

the d band. ~ and 1, fitting factors. Uo and luo' exchange 

parameters in Ry. See ref.29 for the meaning of each 

parameter. 
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Fig.I.I. 

The model density of states (DOS) and the volume 

dependence of the DOS for Nb 50 Zr50 . The energy zero is 

the d level of the pure Nb at equilibrium volume (R= 

3.071 a.u.). R is the average atomic radius. EF is the 

Fermi energy. 

Fig.I.2. 

The calculated press'ure-volume relations of Nb-Zr 

alloy for various concentrations C. R is the cell 

radius. 

Fig.I.3. 

(a) The concentration dependence of the equilibrium cell radius (R) 

in !\"b-Zr. The solid curves are observed values (33). The dot -dash 

curve is the calculated value. The dashed curve is calculated from 

eq. (1.2.2). 

(b) The bulk rrodulus of !Jb-Zr. Tne solid curves are observed values 

(33) , the chained curve is the calculated value, and the dashed curve 

is the bulk modulus of the solution of two phases. 

H'. I l.J. J.lg .• 'e 

The partial pressures relative to the separated phase 

at the volume.Q of Vegard T s la\<T. v 

(a) The d (chained curve) and s (dashed curve) relative 

partial pressures. The solid curve is the total relative 

pressure. 

(b) Various contributions to the relative partial 

pressures. dbNb (dbZr) is the relative partial pressure 
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due to the d bond energy at the Nb (Zr) site. db tot is 

equal to dbNb+dbZr. d core Zr (Nb) is the relative 

partial pressure of the core part at the Zr(Nb) site. 

sZr(Nb) is the s part of the relative pressure at the Zr 

(Nb) site. 

Fig.L5. 

Fig 

The model DOS (dashed curve) at the equilibrium cell 

radius clf purePd (R=2.8726 a.u.) and the impurity-site 

partial DOS (solid curves) of Pd-base 4d transition metal 

alloys at the same volume. Concentration is c=O.l. 

The atomic d levels relative to the Pd are as follow's: 

0.1923 Ry for Zr, 0.1265 Ry for Nb, 0.0905 Ry for fJIo, 

0.0676 Ry for Tc, 0.0438 Ry for Ru, 0.0232 Ry for Rh and 

-0.1181 Ry for Ag. 

1. 6. 

(a) The deviation from Vegard's law' of Pd-base 4d alloy. 

The solid curve shows the calculated values. Open 

circles are observed values(34 ). Different values are 

reported in Rh-Pd and Ru-Pd alloys. The dashed curve is 

the result of Friedel's theory(8). 

(b) The relative sand d partial pressures at the volume 

!lv =0.1-12 A +0. 9-12 pd ' 

(c) The various contributions of s-part relative 

partial pressures. The dashed curves is the pressure at 

the impurity site, the chained curve is the partial 

pressure at Pd site. The solid curve is the total 
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relative pressure of the s part. 

(d) The various contributions of the relative partial 

pressures of the d part. dbTot=dbondA+dbondPd, dcoreTot 

=dcoreA+d'corePd and dTot=dbondTot+dcoreTot. Thetotal 

relative pressure 6(3P~) is given by dTot+sTot. 

Fig.I.7. 

The partial nbS(dashed curve) of Pd in Pd80Nb 20 alloy. 

The solid curve is that of pure Pd. The energy zero 

is the dlevel of th~ Pd site. The Fermi energy is EF= 

0.158 Ry at c=O.O, EF=0.166 Ry at c=0.2. 

Fig.I.8. 

The calculated bulk moduli (solid curve for c=O.l, 

chained curve for c=0.2). ~B/c=(B(alloy)-B(Pd))/c. 

The dashed curve is B(A)-B(Pd). 

Fig.I.9. 

The calculated formation energies (LlH) of Pd-base 

alloys. The dashed curve is the s part, the chained 

curve is the d part and the solid curve is the total 

bond energy contribution. 
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Fig. 11.1. 

The model DOS and the calculated DOS of'{r-m vlith use 

of the CPA. The chained curve show's the model DOS. The 

solid cur've, the DOS of .fMn. The broken curve, up and 

dm'ln local DOS. 

Fig.II.2. 

The P-V relation and the volume dependence of' the local 

magnetic moment of .frill. 0: the calculated values. The 

broken curve ShOVlS t~ result in the nonmagnetic state. 

Fig.II.3. 

The magnetic pressure (the solid curve) of'1rm and the 

approximate value due to the first term of r.h.s. in eq. 

(11.1.13) (the dotted curve) 

Fig.II.4. 

The DOS of Cu-~fu at the cell radius R=2.73377 a.u .. 

C shows the r',~n concentration. The solid curve is the 

DOS in the magnetic state, the broken curve is the DOS 

in the nonmagnetic state . The vertical lines shm'l the 

Fermi levels. 

Fig.II.5. 

The concentration dependence of rm magnetic moment 

(the solid curves) and Mn d-electron number (the broken 

curve) of Cu-~ alloy. Symbol I means the magnetic 

moment calculated with use of eq.(II.l.lO). 11, the 

magnetic moment calculated with use of eq.(II.2.1). 
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Fip:.11.6. 

(a) The concentration dependence of the cell radius of 

eu-I·m. OX 0 show the observed values (34). The solid 

curve I is the result with use of eq.(11.l.lO). The 

chained curve 11 is the result calculated from eq.(11.2.1). 

The solid curve P is the result for the nonmagnetic state. 

(b) The concentration dependence of the bulk modulus 

of eU-r'll alloy. The solid curve is the bulk modulus in 

the magnetic state. )pe chained curve, in the nonmagnet

ic s·tate. 

(c) The formation energyAH of Cu-~m. The solid 

curve is the .JH calculated in the magnetic state. 

The chained curve is the LlH calculated in the non-

magnetic state. The dotted curve is the ~H in the non-

magnetic state, which is evaluated at the volume of 

Vegard's la,,, in the magnetic state. 0: the experimental 

values(38) . 

Fig.11.7. 

(a) The relative pressures of Cu-Mn. - - - -, s part. 

-. -, d part. ______ , the total relative pressure. 

The arrows shovT the behavior of the relative sand d 

pressure "Then the volume moves from the volume of 

Vegard's Imv to the equilibrium position. 

(b) The relative pressures of cu-rlIn. -'-, the 

magnetic contribution. - .. -, nonmagnetic contribution. 

---, the total contribution. - - -, the total 
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relative pressure evaluated from eq. (11.1.13). •...• ", the total 

relative pressure from the first term of r.h.s. of eq.(I1.l.13). 

(c) Various contributions of relative pressures of the d part . 

. • • . . • , thi~ d-core part at the Cu site. - - - -, the nonmagnetic 

component of the d-core part of l'h. -. -, the magnetic component 

of the d-core part of rib (i. e . [ - ulmi'i'dI]Iifn)' - .. -, the bonding 

parts of Cu (dbCu) and ~'In (dbf'h). --, the total d-part. 

(d) The relative pressures of Cu-r1'1 in the nonrna.gnetic state. 

, s part. -. -, d part. --, the total relative pressure. 

Fig.II.8. 

The relative bulk modurUs of Cu-MD, B- fCIB I where BI 

is the bulk modulus of the pure metal I .••••••. , the 

core part (the first term of r.h.s. in eq.(II.l.15)). 

_____ , the bonding term (the fourth term of r.h.s. in 

eq. (11. 1. 15) ) . - . -, the s-d part (the second term of 

r.h.s. in eq.(II.l.15)). -00-, the magnetic moment 

term (the third term of r.h.s. in eq.(II.l.15)). 

-----, the total relative bulk modulus. 

Fig.II.9. 

The model DOS used in the calculation of the electro-

nic structures of o<Fe-base and Ni-base 3d alloys (the 

solid curve). The chained curve is the modified model 

DOS (48) used in O<Fe-V alloys. "Id is the d band width. 

Fig.II.lO. 

(a) The assumed atomic radii R (the solid curve) and 

the calculated atomic radii in the nonmagnetic state 
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(the dotted curve) of the pure 3d metals. 

(b)· The s part pressures 3P !l of pure 3d metals at s 

each equilibri urn volume. The dotted curve shmvs the case 

of the nonmagnetic state.' 

(c) Each component of the bulk modulus in 3d metals. 

- - - - -, the core part due to the s electron. • •••.•. , 

the core part due to the d electron. _ .•• -, the bonding 

part due to the s electron. _ .. -, the bonding part 

due to the d electron. -. --, s-d charge transfer term 

due to the volume derivative. - - -, the magnetic 

moment term. , rea\ bulk modulus (31) • 

Fig. II .11. 

(a) The magnetic moments of the «Fe base 3d alloys. 

The concentration is c=O.l. -----, the impurity-site 

magnetic moment. ---'-, the host magnetic moment. 

- - - -, the averaged moment. In o<Fe-rJIn, the antiparallel 

r·m moment configuration in the ferromagnetic phase is 

assumed. The parallel Nn moment in the ferromagnetic 

phase is also shown. 

(b) The magnetic moments of the Ni base 3d alloys at 

c=O.l. 

Fig. II .12. 

(a) The formation energy per atom of the «Fe base 3d 

transition metal alloys at c=O .1. The solid curve ShO\,TS 

the result \,lhich is calculated for the magnetic state with use 

of ~=1.5. The chained curve is the result of the 
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Fig.II.13. 

(a) The deviation of the volume..Cl in «Fe-base 3d alloys 

from Vegard' s law.flv at c=o .1. .aB is the volume of the 

host pure metal. In ~Fe-V, • shows the result of UO(V) 

=0.02 Ry, 7UO(V)=0.1. ~ shows the result calculated with 

use of the modified model band. In ocFe-Mn, A.P shows 

the antiparallel ~m momen~configuration in the ferro

magnetic phase. F.P, the parallel f1h moment configura-

tion in the ferromagnetic phase. A.F, the case of the 

disordered antiferromagnetic state. X: observed 

values. (34) 

(b) The deviation of the volume in the Ni base 3d alloys 

from Vegard's law at c=O.l. 

Fig.II.14. 

(a) The change of the bulk modulus in the ~Fe base 3d 

alloys at c=O.1. IV "" B=(B-BB)/c where B is the bulk 

modulus of alloy and BB is the host one. ---, the 

magnetic case. -. -, 
the additive la\'J BA-BB. 

the nonmagnetic case. . ••••.. , 

0: the experimental value(49), 

(59) The vertical line is the error bar. 

(b) The change of the bulk modulus in the Ni base 3d 

alloys at c=O.1. 
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-{ 

Fig.II.15. 

(a) The relative d (the chained curve) and s (the 

broken curve) part pressures or ~Fe-base 3d alloys. 

The solid curve shows the total relative pressure. 

(b) The relative pressure of the magnetic part (the 

broken curve) and the relative pressure of the nonmag

netic part (the chained curve) in ~Fe-base 3d alloys. 

In ~Fe-V, the result which is calculated with the 

modified model DOS is also given. These contributions 

are all lOvier values. In o(Fe-~i1n, the result of the 

antiparallel ~m magnetic moment configuration in the 

ferromagnetic alloy is shown. The solid curve is the 

total relative pressure. The dotted curve is the 

relative magnetic pressure evaluated from the first term 

of r.h.s. in eq.(II.l.13). 

(c) The relative sand d part pressures of Ni-base 3d 

alloys. 

(d) The magnetic and nonmagnetic part of the relative 

pressures in the Ni base 3d alloys. 

Fig.II.16. 

The s part (the broken curve) and the d part (the 

chained curve) of the relative pressures in the non-

. magnetic Ni-base 3d alloys. The solid curve is the 

total relative pressure. 

Fig. II .17. 
"... 

The relative bulk modulus B- fCIBI jn 3d alloys \'ihere 

BI is the bulk modulus of the pure metal I, and c Fe =O.9. 
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Symbol rg shows the contribution from the rigid 

part which is the first term plus the fourth term of 

r.h.s. of eq.(II.l.16). sd shows the contribution 

from the s-d charge transfer term due to the volume 

variation (the second term of r.h.s. of eq.(II.l.16). 

m shows the contribution from the local magnetic moment 

term (the third term of r.h.s. of eq.(II.l.16).). 
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Fig. III. 1. 

(a) The schematic temperature variation of the spon-

taneous volume magnetostriction 4) (T) vlhen there is s 

only one state for the amplitude of the local magnetic 

moment «m2» at T>T. c 

(b) The schematic variation of the magnetic thermal 

expansion coefficient ~M(T) in the case of the one state. 

Fig. III. 2. 

( a) The schematic variation of w (T) "Then there are s . 

two states for the amplitude of the local magnetic 

moment. 

(b) The schematic variation of «M(T) in the two states 

model. 

Fig.III.3. 

The spontaneous volume magnetostriction cv (OK) of s 

Fe66Ni34 calculated from an approximate expression 

(III.2.35) as the function of the low spin state (flIFeL ) 

and the s-d charge transfer (SN s )' HL denotes the ratio 

cFeL/cFe where cFeL is the concentration of the low 

spin state of Fe and cFe is the concentration of Fe. 

It is assumed that the magnitude of the local magnetic 

moment of Ni above Tc (mNiIT>:>Tc) is zero. The dashed 

line shows the observed value.(15) The dot-dash-line 

shows the value when we assume mNi fT»Tc=O.8j<B and 

l'lL =1. O. 
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Fig.III.4. 

The temperature variation of the magnetization r·1 of 

~Fe and the magnitude of the local magnetic momentJ<m2> 
in the CPA calculation. The inset shoW's the sand d 

model DOS used in this calculation. The Curie tempera-

ture is l530K. 

Fig.III.5. 

The temperature variation of the spontaneous volume 

magnetostriction w (T) and the magnetic part of the 
s , 

thermal expansion coefficient ~M(T) in ~Fe. The change 

of the Fermi distribution function is not taken into 

ac count. 

electron 

d The w denoted by a dot-dash-line is the d s 

contribution to ws. The dotted curve shows 

an approximate spontaneous volume magnetostriction 

calculated from eq.(III.2.25). 
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Fig.A.I. 

The surface system (S) and the bulk system (B) in a 

finite system whose size is L. A is the range of 

the electric field in the bulk system . The bulk system 

is further divided into the inner region(BB) and other 

region (BS) by considering the rage If . The boundary 

is shown by the dashed line. 
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